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IHRODijCTION 
. Pwpose of thesis •. -- As popular magazines are public 
service instruments, in the same manner as daily newspapers, 
it is recognized that they play an important role in 
affecting and informing the gene~al public. Their part in 
a society which stresses the importance of knowledge for 
human progress should not be underestimated. One of the 
subjects of which the public mut be constantly aware is the 
education of its youth. Because of the many ramifications 
of education for the welfare of mankind, the directing of 
the public to an awareness ot its civic duties toward its 
children must be taken as a responsibility and as a 
challenge by the popular magazines of this cowtry. The 1 
;! 
purpose of this thesis, then, is to ascertain to what extent II 
li American popular magazines are ac·cepting their responsibility. 11 
More specifically, the writer has sought to discover 
which·magazines publish the most articles on educational 
matters. However, such a survey would not determine the 
• 1 value to the public of the information and proposals these 
articles have contained. For this reason, the writer is 
more concerned with the range of topics on education that 
are printed in magazines and the viewpoints that are 
expressed therein. 
! 
I! 
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!i Of interest also, is the frequency with which educators' 
themselves write for popular magazines. A criticism of 
educators has been that they seldom reach the public with 
their aims and poiicies of education. It is evident that 
the value of articles on education would be greatly enhanced, 
at least from an authoritative viewpoin~ if those that have 
made education their life's work would communicate their 
ideas to those who must make decisions on school policy. 
Delimitation of the wobl.tm..:::'~--~~- .t.Q the complexity of 
educational institutions, the writer is limiting this survey 
to those articles dealing with public schools. Such a 
limitation does not imply a lessening of the importance of 
p~ivate or higher educations• It does,. however, express the 
writer•s belief 'that those articles on the concept of public 
school education offer a greater service to the readers 
whose duty it. is to provide instruction for the children of 
thei~ community. 
Only lay magazines have been chosen for this survey. 
This has been done to exclude those magazines and journals 
that are devoted entirely to education. Because of their 
professional character such journals are correspondingly 
limited in the number and type of reader. 
The definition ef popular as referred to in this thesis 
~ is determined by the number of magazine subscriptions as 
... . ll 
reported in I· V. Ayer &. Son's Directori•-. . 4~ but two of 
th~ magazines used in this survey have circulations of over 
,, 
tl 
l1 
il 
n 
2 1 000 1 000 readers-. Redbook'~L~~~~ibers number over 
1 1 9001 000. Parents' Magazine ,ba,.s __ Qver 1 1 200,000 subscribers. 
Despite the low circulation as compared with other magazines 
used in this survey, Parents·!. was used because of its primary 
app~al_to those intere-sted in child welfare. The writer 
has not considered to what extent magazine subsribers read 
articles written on education. 
There are· some notable exclusions in the magazines that 
were used for this survey. Sectarian magazines were omitted 
from consideration. In order to confir:J.e the thesis to 
magazines exclusively, magazine sections of newspapers are 
also not included. The writer further decided that the 
11 
treatment of public school education in Time could not be 
analyzed adequately in this survey. The nature of Time's 
-
coverage of education is too extensive to be compared with 
that of other magazines. 
The period of time during which surveyed education 
articles have been written has been limited from March, 1948 
to May, 1952. A similar ~~yeY' covering a· preceding period 
was published earlier in b'WJ,:etin form bY' the University of 
, l/J. Percy H. Johnson (Editor),_ N. W,Ayer &: Son's Directory, 
lewspapers and Periodicals~ .. -:.lt:~.~- W'. Ayer & Son's,. 
Incorporated, Philadelphia, 1950. 
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Illinois. The writer has made no attempt to compare the 
findings and conclusions of that survey vith his own. 
Method of st~~~ For the purpose of locating specific 
articles on education in this nation's popular magazines, 
the writer has used tvo sources. The first is the indexes 
pertaining to education in Readers Gpide to Periodical 
Literature .fQr the appropriate yef,lrs of the survey. As 
Readers • Guide doe-s not index articles f'rom all the magazines 
II 
I ~ 
H 
I! 
li 
I' 
II 
selected f'or this work, it was suppl.emented by National :, 
Y'ii 
Education Association circulars, Education 1g Lay }ijiagazines. I! 
For stil~ greater care in discovering the extent of' magazine 
coverage of education, the writer personally used the indexes 
of' separate magazines that w,re accessible to him in the 
Medford, Massachusetts Public Library and the Boston Public 
Library. 
The classification into main topics of' education that is 
used in the body of this thesis is based on the corresponding 
emphasis given in popular magazines. The only main topic 
not included in this work that was discussed in magazines is 
the subject of school sports. This exclusion was made in an 
attempt to omit discussion of extra-curricular activities, 
~il.tlam Van Til, What the Ptpula.r Magazines Say aboyj; 
ucatlon 1946-1948,_ B~;Leti!l,. peptember, 1949, Number 9, 
Bureau of Research, Volume 471 UD!versity of Illinois, 
Urbana, Illinois, 
y'National Education Association, Research Division, 
in Lay Magazines,. Circulars, Washington, D. c. 
4 
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TBE DEATON! OJ SOROOL l'ROBLEMS 
Introduction.-- The constant theme running through the 
majorit7 of articles on education in recent magaaines is 
that schools are only as good as the public makes them. 
Bduoators and laypeople have aot let this statement rest 
but have continued to tell the public how to make their 
schools better. Emphasis has been placed on goals of 
education, school buildings aad equipment, quality of 
teachers hired, methods of teaching, course offerings, and 
specialised treatment of indivi4ual students. Yardsticks 
are provided for measuring the merits of individual school s 
a;vstems. In all., •guinea have provided the public with 
a wealth of constructive infomation about the kind of 
schools educators feel are neoeasar.y for the individual 
education of the child and the •etter welfare of the 
community and nation. 
1. Goals of Education 
Basic RhiloeopbJ.-- .undamental to a community's, 
state's. or nation's educational system is its philosoph;v, 
.. 
found in America's rel~ions, politics, and cultural 
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decide on specific goals for the education 
basic to all Americans are the principles of democracy. In 
' this study of the treatment of education by popular 
magasines this writer bas consistently found the philosophy 
of democracy basic to manr 4ifferent concepts of education. 
Education itself is essential to a democracy where 
the will of the majority prevaile. This fact is emphasized 
in many of the magazine articles; in order to have a 
functioning democracy it is necessary to have an educated 
people. 
As President Jamij B. Ooaant of Harvard writes in the 
Ladies' Home Journ~, •4 consistent and rational view 
of the future of education should logically be a product 
of one's social philosophy.~ He emphasizes the fact that 
it is up to American society what type of citizens and what 
type of life they want in the future. He adds, •Jot many 
people appreciate the potential power of our educational 
wystem to strengthen or destroy our characteristically 
' !I 
American ideals.• Only through our educational system 
., 
ll 
I, 
I· 
does he see the furtherance of such ideals as equality of 
opportunity and the minimum of class distinction. 
lJJamea B; ~onant, •Who Should Go to College?,• ~adies' 
19me JoBfD!± (June, 1948) 1 65:40, 106-107, 109 1 =x1, 113. 
Y,ntd., P• 40. 
!/Ibid. t P• 109. 
'i ,. 
;i ,, 
i 
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ii 
Lons-raase objectives.-- ID 1948 Ladies' Rome Journal 
' 
also published other articles in a series on education, two 
of which emphasised long-range objectives for education. y 
William Q. Carr, associate seoreta17, lational Education 
Association, writes that •top level• schools besides seeking 
'the basic skUls and preparatio!l for jobs and colleges 
should also strive for • •••• character development, wholesome 
personalit7 training, formation of habits of mental and 
physical health, and teaching of knatrledgee and tools of ; y:: 
knowledge that auocesstul living in toda;r.• s world requires. • ': !I i! 
Another educator, •~anoia t. Spaulding, at that ~ime 
Commissioner of B!ucation of Jew York, statea that the prime 
goal of American education aho~d be •preparation for 
responsible citizenship.• 
Commissioner Spaulding qaotes Dean Gauss• statement 
that the proper aim of eduoatioa ia to make it possible for 
each student • •••• to get the beat out of life for himself 
aDd to make the 8Te&test CODtribution Within his power to 
his country and to his time • .i/ With the same attitude 
ilillliam G. barr, ~ow Good Are Our Schools?,• Ladie~Jome ~ournal (April, 1946), 61:40, 290-291, 293, £95. 
!/Ibid., P• 290. 
3 .J'ranois ~. Spauldingl "What X:ind of Schools llo You Want?, • :1 
. a • me Jour:nal (. uguat, 1948), 66:48. 166-16'7, 169-1.70. 11 
II i/IDJA~ t P• 169. 11 il 
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Angelo Patri writes that children should ~e taught to use 
their abilities in terms of service and not in •selfish 
soullessness.• •world peace in the future,n he believes, y 
•11es in the education of today1 s children.• 
Summ&Jl··- In general, moat writers in this survey feel 
that knowledge in itself is not.the goal of education todaJ• 
' Jlost are 1n agreement that ~· u4erstandings and attitudes 
that are deTeloped in tbe chill during his earlJ J&ars are 
as important as the knowle4gea and skills be acquires. 
Training for responsibility through responsibilities in 
school is felt to have as much effect upon a student's 
present and later citisenship as specific courses in 
oivios. !his broadening of the definition of public school 
education is the basis for man~ proposed changes in 
curricula and methods of teaching. Citisens are told to 
find what are the specific and long-range needs they feel 
their children have in terms of education, and to develop 
courses of atudJ Which are baaed upon them. 
B. Sohoolbuildinga aDd Equipment 
llod.ern !ghool facilities.~- Along with wider concepts 
of the role of e4uoation, educators and architects have 
revolutionised the construction of achoolbuildings. !he 
title of au article appearing in Collier's is indicative 
il 
;j 
'i !I 
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~seio !atrl, •Education for Peace,• Redbook (January 1949), 
,,9. ~ 
d 
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the change in theories about schoolhouses. •The Child is 
11 
the Monument• by Helena H. Smith suggests that schools 
should be built to fit the jhild. Collier's later published 
another article with illustrations of the new styles in 
!./ 
school archit~eture. Woman's Day in more detailed form 
describes the advantages of bilateral lighting, cross 
ventilation, large outdoor areas for recreation, and each y 
classroom a self-contained unit like a bouse. Besides 
facilities which provide less eyestrain and greater movement 
for pupils,writers advocate movable chairs and desks, green 
chalk boards, and light painted walls. For sanitation, 
suggestions are made for toilets on the same floors as 
classes, numerous washing facilities, and drinking fountains 
in balls and classrooms. Tests also are cited by many 
proving that children taught in schoolrooms with modern 
facilities advance 10 per cent faster than those in 
traditional rooms. 
McCall's familiarizes its readers with modern equipment 
needed in schools through Albert Q. Maisel's article, •vote 
i]Helena Huntington Smith, ·~e Child is the Monument,• 
~oilier's (September 8, 1949), 124:32, 73. 
2/Walter McQuade, •The Red Schoolhouse Goes Modern,• Collier's 
Tseptember 9, 1950), 126:42-43, 65-67. I 
3/Henrietta Ripperger, •Where Will Your Child Spend His Day?,ul 
Woman's Day (October, 1949), PP• 52-53, 96-100. 
9 
I 
II 
ii !I 
i: for the Children, • also condensed in Reader's Jligest. llr. 
Ji 
I 
llaisel describes bow Arkansas state officials transformed 
old schoolrooms in a few cities and towns with soft colored 
paint, new chalkboards, movable desks, and modern lighting 
arrangements in order to get the public behind a new tax 
program tor better education. 
Schools not only lack moder.n equipmen' but they also 
are beyond the help of repair, writers such as BenJamin Fine 
!I 
olai.. Jlr. l'ille, E4uoation Bditor of the llew York 
~imea reports the u. s. office of Education statement that 
ta,ooo,ooo,ooo is needed (1948) to modernise our elementary 
aoboola. ~ina &lao writes, ·~t least half of our school-
buildings ah~d be torn dowa and replaced with modern 
at:ruotur••·• 
Ola•arooa Origes.-- !he raeed for new schools is made 
. . !/ 
more urgent \7 an artiol.e in PtJM\81 l!aguine. Stacy 
Joraee deecribes the oon41t1oaa in Jaerica's defense-affected 
v1o1n1t1ea where, because of OYerorawded conditions many 
schools have to operate on a platoon system. !he writer 
mtliart <1. 'Llsel• "Vote for the Children, • llc0all1 s (June, 
r950), '1'1:40·41• 110·132. Jtt!lt:r'scl)igest (October~ l.950), 
!/Louis I. Dubl1D and Ben.te.mtD :riDe,· -»o You Want to Cbeat 
a OhUdt,• WoJD&D'e goq Com:paaiq (June, 1948), '15:34-35, 
12'1-129. 
i:. !/Ibicl•, P• 34. 
i' 
\:I 4/Staoy Jones, •Children America Jlo:rgo't, • Pareata• Jlasuine 
L TJuly, 1961) t 26:54-36. '14-'15. 
I; 
:! 
II 
il 
il ~ 10 
claims that 3,000,000 children are affected by the condition. 
Crowded conditions are not limited, however, to defense 
areas. In 1948, magazines in general announced the fact that 
the rise in the birth rate, mostly due to •war babies•, will 
cause an increase of 8,000,000 children in ~chool within 
a decade. Repeatedly the emphasis is on new building now 
to make room for the influx. Writers such as Hoyt and 
Alice Barnett say that present conditions mean disadvantages y 
to children in the classroom. 
Dorothy Thompson in the Ladies' Home Journal writes 
that our defense effort is also cutting into the materials y 
needed for new schools. However, she feels that the school 
crisis cannot be prolonged because the population is 
steadily increasing. To some the solution to the problem 
lies in federal aid to education. This latter subject will 
be discussed in a later chapter. 
Consolidated Schools.-- In the only magazine article 
written about integrated country schools, Laura Lane in y 
Country Gentleman explains this plan of fQsing small 
school systems. Miss Lane writes that the schoolchildren 
receive better education through more competent teachers and 
l/Hoyt and Aiice Barnett, •rs Your Child in a Classroom ~risis?," Collier's (September 4, 1948) 122:26-27. 
£/Dorothy Thompson, -nefense and the Public Schools," 
Ladies' Home Journal{lfay, 1951), 68:11-12, 211. 
~Laur~ Lane, "Is the Country School Doomed?,• Country 
Gentleman, (September, 1950), 120:28-29, 138-39. 
===~- ·~=======---=--==-~~=-=-=-=-====== 
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neoeeaar,v achoolbuildiaga and equipment. The advantage is 
both to the large and small oo..unities that join together y 
1D this prosram. Life in ita special education issue 
reports 'the refusal of a ama'll ID4iana t011n to consolidate 
ita schools 111 th that of a rival neighboring town. 
IUrther interest in aohool\uildings is emphasised by 
. !I 
the appalling number of school fires dailJ• It is claimed 
that there are mQre firetrap aohoola today than at &DJ 
,, other tiM in 26 7eara. 
lp!!!!J·-- •or better educational advantages for 
obildrea, for more healthful and safe conditions, and for 
the acoomo4ation of a faet-expau4ing school population 
, new and better eohoolbuildiaga are 'beiag deaanded. 
Perhaps of all the measagea magasinea have expressed to 
their readers this has had the moat extensive coverage. 
!bere has •••n no sign of diaeeneion about this school 
problem. Although the greateat atresa is on new 
construction, writers also explain the urgency of modern 
equipment as a valuable aid to the learning process. 
»emend for !e~hera.-- Almost of equal importance to 
'· 1/*tlttie Oiiard Won't Be Koved, • Life (October li, 1950), 
!'9:48-49. 
2/•!bis Mnst Be Stopped,• Ooifter•s (Septem8er 25, 1948), ~2;85. Korton Sontheimer,re\rap Schools--Our Bational 
Gamble,• Par!St!' ~gasime (January 1951), 27;30•32, 66-67. 
'I 
II 
:I 
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writers on education as new aohoola is the demand for 
', well-qualified teachers. !.bere is interest in teachers' 
salaries, their educational laokgroun4s, and their role 
in the communit7. !his deep concern with teachers baa as 
its impetus the alarming shortage of teachers, especially 
in the elementar<J schools, throughout the country. The 
result has 'been a reclarifioaUoll of the responsi&ilities 
of the teacher as the student'• guide in learning. 
!be immediacJ of the teacher shortage baa been 
forcefull7 stated by Dr. Ralph ~onald, secretary of 
!i Bational Bduoatiou Association' a Oollllli ttee on Teacher 
\ ~ 
I 
I 
4 
. 
Education and Professional Stantards. He ears, 'OUr whole 
educational srstem is oruablinl at the Yery foundations 
through the laok of el.eme.ot&r)' teachers. If we permit this 
condition to continue the ~1tel States faces nothing less 
y ,)} 
thaa eluoational euiciie•' .. eeded: 1,000,000 Teaohera 
1e even more specific in the aeoeaaity of training more 
teachers. Its author. John Qu, ~owlkea, Dean, School of 
Btucation, UDiversitJ of Wiaoonain, also emphasises the 
greater need for elementary teaehers, espeoiallJ until 1960. 
R!f!Ops for teaohfr ahort•l!·-- Reaaone given for the 
decided shortage in teachers are the increase in enrollments 
17LOila f. DiLlin and Bea~amin ~ina, Op. Cit., P• 35. 
2/JohA IUJ J'owlkes, ••eeded: l,ooo.ooo Teachers,• Look 
TJU11 19, 1949). 1Z:7s. eo~sa. 
13 
ot about a million a 7ear ~til 1956; the -.r and defense 
program Which has taken manJ .. a teachers for the armed 
services: the drifting out of teaching of those not 
receiving adequate salaries; and the reluctance of m&nJ to 
enter the teaching profession 'because of the low standards 
1 of teachers' colleges and lack of esteem in the ooDllDUDitJ• 
I• 
i -In this last matter one writer feels that teachers 
themselves paint poor pictures of tbe teaching profession 
!I 
that 4o not exiat. She belieTea it is up to the 
individual teacher to fint his place in the oommunit7 
through his work with the children and contact with their 
parents. 
,_lb94• of attracting gew teachers.-- Kost writers 
discussing the teacher shortage advocate substantial raises 
in aalarJ to obtain the best qualitJ of teaching and to 
prevent men and women leaving the profession for other more 
highlJ paid positions. It is claimed that teachers 
throughout the oountr,y average onl7 fort7-seven dollars a 
week• the lowest paid usually being found in oountrJ areas 
and the South. Proposals for setting a minimum pay of tzooo 
!:/ 
a year are made. 
ODe of the moat severe attacks made on the teaching 
lJiilma IOrrison, •!eaohers at the Wailing Wall,• Beadere' 
--·~ (.A:aguat 1949) t 66:88-84, the Portland Oregon School ~·-1! (April 19491• 
i: !/Louis I. Dublin and Benjamin Jline, Op, Oi t., p. 120. 
i: 
;! 
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profession is concerned with ~· training students receive 
in teachers' colleges. Jlranoea V • :a._.ll 1D Wo!D!D'! Home v ~ Oo!R&nion refers to a Batioaal Bcluoation Association state- · 
, meat about the •intellectual prostitution• 1D &Qch colleges. 
She refers to maDJ courses in education as •pipe• courses 
proTi41Dg teacher tra1Dees with onl7 •counterfeit• 
eluoationa. She further states. •Authorities say that out 
of a total of twelve hlUl4re4 'teacher preparing institutions 
i of various kinds o!}l about one half are even qualified to 
educate teachers.• Mlas Rummell feels that b7 raising the 
standards of teachers• colleges good students will be more 
li 
f\ 
li 
aui ous to appl.J• 
In Life's issue of October 16• 1950. devoted entirely 
-· 
to education. the pro\lem of teachers' colleges is discussed 
bJ John William Sperr.r. a pen-aame for a laJm&D &Qd magasine 
. y 
writer. Sperry claims that because of limited fUnds these 
colleges can not hire faculties of as high a calibre as the 
liberal arts colleges and UDiTersi ties. In turn. inferior 
students are attracted to these schools. !he result is a 
teaching profession that cannot 'be as highl7 respected as 
other professions. Sperr,r'a &aBWer ~o this problem is a 
ifa1ranoea f. iumme11. ••ta Your Oh1ld1 a Teacher Educated?.• 
gw'a HolD! .oo!pgion.(October. 1951). 78:42. 90• 92-93. 
!/Ibil • .- P• 90. 
zJjohn William Sperr.r. •Who !eaohes tha Teachers?,• Life Tootobe~ 16. 1950), 29:146-148• 151-162• 154. 
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revision of the stan4ar4e of teachers' colleges. an increase 
in :runds available for them. aDd tbe establisbmant of at 
least one •goot• teachers' college in a state or region 
rather thaD an abundance of iaferior small ones. 
Other methods of attracting teachers to the profession. 
and more so 'to a :particular coDilll1U!li 't7 are offered. jj 
Redbook tells how oitlsens 1a B,Jron. WJOming built homes 
for their teaobers to rent at reasonable prices. ~is 
expresses the esteem with which teachers are held in tbe 
!I 
town. In Portland, Oregon, JIOMal'l reports that new 
teachers recruited from other states are orientated to the 
' oi t1 and provided with m&n7 faoili ties to ensure their 
sta11Dg in Portland. Edith ~ Stern informs her readers 
that teachers' tenure laws aboul.t. be passed to guarantee 
that competent peo:pliJwUl not 'be lost to the profession 
, because of politics. 
Personal re9:uiremente tor teaohin&·-- Both educators 
and laypeople besides informing the public how to get better 
, teachers in their schools, also discuss the qualities 
parents sbould seek in them. Jacques Barsun, professor 
!/*Good feaobers Are People, • Rt4bo,ok ( Jaauary, 1950) , 94:21. 
!/Albert Q. Maisel, •Love ~at !eacber,• MCCall's (Januar.J 
1949), 76:18-19, 59-60. Rt!!er•s Digest {September, 1949): 
55:93-96. . - ·~ " 
'1, 8/Ea.i tb ll. Stern, -when School Opens, • Woman's Home Compapion 
11 t13eptember, 1950 J, . 77:4, 6. 
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of history, Columbia Universit7, believes in making 
teaching a true profession by requiring a college educa~ion, 
teacher training, and a period of internship before 
certification. High School students would be canvassed to 
'' enter the profession. Dr. Barsun would look for the 
following personal qualificatiolla for a teacher: • • ••• a 
sense of vocation, an awareness of the duties and 
opportunities involved, and a predisposition for the work y 
through home-grown familiarity w1 th knowledge and ideas. • 
!here is basic agreement that teachers should be 
interested in children. !hey Should be interested in 
trying new ideas. They should he able to become integral 
parts of the community. In all, they should be judged on 
their intelligence, personality, sociability, professional 
education, and leberal arts background. 
Another qualification WTiters have mentioned is 
open-mindedness. However, two articles express the opinion 
that there mnst be a limit to ~oh an attitude. John Dixon 
!I in American Legion !!geaine says that the reason 
Americanism is not being t-.ught more adequately is because 
!Jacques B&rzun, •Teaohing •••• Job or Profession!,•_La4ies1 
Home Journal (M&roh, 1948), 66:44, 142-143, 146, 147. . 
:1 !/Ibid., P• 44. 
~ !(John Dixon, WWbat1 s Wrong with u. s. Histor,v,• Americaa 
'
1 liesioq Kasutge (Kay, 1949) 46:16, 40-41. 
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teachers have • •••• embraced the cult of being -- judicial-
minded.• He further states that no teacher should be hired 
who does not believe in free e~terprise. ~&presentative 
government, and the 4tgnit7 o~ the 1nd1vidua1. John T. 
1:1 
, Flynn in an article appeariQg only in the Reader'! Digest 
feels that there are teaohera today who are trying to 
indoctrinate their pupils with soeialist brand of 
oolleotivism, particularly iD •sooial-science• classes. He 
-
, states that such teachers criticize •our American s;ystem of 
private enterprise.• 
SJU!!!!:rz•-- Jfagasines have aeen doing an adequate 
service 1D acquainting the public wi tb the crux of the 
teaoher shortage crisis. Without doubt the American people 
have been confronted with the problem personally. .agazines 
have only presented the opiDio•a and proposals of educators 
and laJPeople who feel the problem is more than of routine 
interest. !hese proposale onlr differ slightly in definition 
of the sohoola1 needs. Some ~elieve a greater liberal arts 
-background will strengthen our teaching. while others 
II 
!I 
I' 
'I 
., :18 
i ~eliae'Ve greater knowledge of children, ps;yohologioally and 
physiologioallJ is the key to a more dynamic tne of teaching. 1 
MUch blame is placed on teachers• colleges and their 
.. 
iDf•rior st&Ddards. Better salaries for teachers aad more 
respect for teaohing as a profession are demanded £rom the 
;: l/)obn f. Ji:rnn, "Do Owns Your ChU4.1 s Kind?, • Reader•! 
I! mcast (October, 1~51.). 69:28-28. . 
;i 
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publio. !his writer 1nolude4 the •tter of attitudes of 
open-mindedness versus those of indoctrination as being 
attributes some seek 1n teachers. Although this perhaps 
oaa be beet explained in terms of methods of teaching. it 
is definitelJ vital to the persoaality and educational 
philosophy of teachers in general. 
The treatment of the role of the teacher in American 
education ia an example of how far our philosophy has moved 
in the direction of teaching the whole ohild, !he teacher, 
as John !. Flynn says, baa a great control over his student's 
minds. The extent is much broader than the teaching of the 
L three R1 a. As the teacher takes over more of the duties of 
child rearing that were once the parents it is imperative 
that he be wel.l-eduoatecl in more than atriot academic 
subjects. Wbether writers have made this new role of the 
teacher clear is open to question. !hey have, however. 
attempted to Change the stereotype of the traditional teacher 
that has for maey years a:,vm\olued education to the American 
publie. !bey have also attempted to show what imperfections 
exist in tbe teaching profession and where the responsibilit;y 
of the public lies 1n ameliorat1Dg them. 
4. Kethods of !each 1ng 
Introd~tion.-- Althoug- methods of teaching cannot be 
evaluated outside the frame of reference of the teacher, his 
I! t:raining and his philosophy of learning this writer is 
II I' 
.I 
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de~ing with them separately in order to explain their coverag~ 
by popular .-gasines. Because of their relative novelty 
those methods Which are a proiaot of •progressive education• 
are referred to most by the •~itera. !here is some definite 
opposition ~7 those who feel tkat aub3eots taught in 
real-life activities are not ta~t adeq~telJ enough. 
»efini~op of l£oareaaive.:g.uoatiop.-... Stanle;v FraDk 
ia Reclbook does both eduato:ta and the public a service 
b7 defining and explaining what •progressive education• 
me~a, He ~laina that it is the •essence of true 
demoorac;v.• Olarif71Dg this statement. he states this 
new p.biloaoph;v of education regazds eaoh child as an 
iD41vidual whose special taleuta and distinct peraonalitJ 
1 should be developed for aerYioe and har.monious relations in 
the oommunit;v. Methods of teaching. he explains. are 
deviaed withill a framawork o:f a ohU4.1 s limited experience 
and expand his interests through o\aervation and 
participation 1n real-life activities. 
I!tereat ... qgtered methode.-- !he tera •interest-centered 
wort• as a ke7 to modern eduaation is demonstrated 1D several 
articles. One specificallJ deseribea the success of a P.Ublic 
!7 
school science teacher. Condeaaed in Reader's Dtrest from 
l/Stanie;v Irani, llJlow Do !hey Xnow So llu.oh? • • Re4book 
il ll'fbru.J.7. 19601,. M:28-31, 68, 64·65. 
lj 
i: &/Blake Clark, 1tJ>oroth:r Jlassie, Claesroom Jlagician." Beacler' a 
1
1, l'ae;t (8eptemher.l948J, 58:121-124. !he Denver Post {lugu.s'l. ii 
;i i;ltB) :; 
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a newspaper feature this article quotes the teacher, Miss 
Dorothy Massie, as saying, 'All you have to do to teach 
boys and girls is bait their interest. They may need help 
in shaping 'heir first plans, but after that you'd better y 
watch out or you'll get run overl' Examples of her pupils' 
projects are a micro-projector which they made when the 
entire class had difficulty in doing microscope work with 
only a few instruments, and a miniature racing car which 
illustrated Newton's third law of motion. 
- !J 
Woman's Rote Companion explains the use of new 
methods in two grammar schools. In one, the children 
operate their own classroom store, hardly realizing they are 
also learning finance, arithmetic, letter writing, and 
administration through this interesting work. In the 
second school mathematics is taught through games and 
through objects that show the reasonableness of the subject. 
In one of the few articles on public school education ~ 
in Good Housekeeping Peter Cardozo tells how children 
learn history through building miniature Conestoga wagons, 
river flatboats, and butter churns. Others learn to "feel" 
!/Ibid., P• 121 
!/"Penny Store," Woman's Home Companion (August, 1949), 76: 
111-13. ~~be Third R,* Womanfi Home Companion (March, 1950), 
77:156-58. 
3/Peter Cardozo, "The World of Children,• Good Housekeeping (October, 1951), 133:175-77. 
• 
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music in the earl7 grades b7 creating rh7tbmatic patterns. 
Aulio-visual aids.-" Although some educators believe 
audio-visual aida are vital in the modern classroom, there 
has been little news or &nal7sea of tje matter 1D current jJ I 
magasines. Parents' M!gasine expresses its approval 
- , 
of movies in schools in an article by Joseph L. Bioholson. 
Mr. B1cholson feels that movies can stimulate reading and aid 
teaching. SUrYeys, he reports, corroborate that retention 
and learning are better in those classrooms where educational 
moving pict~es are used. MOreover, Mr. Bioholson also 
states that visual aida mast be aupplemented by the teacher. 
' !I 
Life presents ita readera with the Philadelphia public 
and parochial school program of aiapting television for 
educational purposes. As yet, Life claims there has been 
little interest in commercial circles in producing good TV 
programs for school use. Philadelphia produces its own 
TV programs acted by the schoolchildren. Bxamples of 
programs on arithmetic, science and music are shown in 
illustration. TV also gives children experience in making 
props and doing other kinds of art wor.t. 
Remote-control apparatus tot shut-ins.-- AD innovation 
in teaching sick children unable to attend school is reported 
"- • ic ·olson, "Kovies at School." Parents• Kasasine 
' ' 1948}, 23:34, 140-141. 
!/•Teaching on TV~ Life (March 31, 1952), 32:72, 75-76. 
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by several magazines. B.J means of two-way telephones 
children can listen in to classes at school and even 
communicate their ideas to their classmates. The plan is 
devised to help the morale of abut-ins and to make them 
feel they are part of the school group. Oases are cited 
showing how students have been aroused by this remote-control 
system to overcome physical handicaps. Writers feel that 
though the cost is high it is worth it for mentally mature 
children who would otherwise be 4eprive4 of adequate school 
education. 
I\ 
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Field tripe.-- The most eztensive coverage of methods 
of teaching fount in popular magazines concerns the value 
of field trips in giving students a more thorough education. 
Although many articles in describing the better school 
SJ&tems advocate field trips, only three articles were 
specifically written about them. Kost often described are 
trips schools oan take throughout their own communities. y y:i 
Both Ladies• Home Journal and Saturd&l Evening Post !\ 
write about the advantages of eohools taking trips to 
11!ar1 Detaer, *wired for School,• Parents' Kasazine (Kay, 
'i !'950), 25:42, 64:. 
Alice Lake, •sick Child's School,• le0all 1 s (May, 1950), 
77:4, 7. . - -
2/Margaret Hickey, •classroom on Tour •••• From Indiana,• 
rtAies• lome Jouxnal (February, 1951), 68:28, 122. 
I 5/SiueyShal~tt and w. L. Robinson, •The Old School 
rd.Tenturing,• Saturdaz Evening Post (July 29, 1950), 
82-84. . 
Bus Goes !i 
223: 28-29 t ;! 
'I 
!I 
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important American cities. In particular, the authors of 
both articles recommend that pupils journey to their nation's 
and state's capital. Results of such trips help children 
learn present and past histor, as well as the geography of 
the country. An additional experience for students is 
learning how to get along with others. Both articles refer 
to fund raising drives the schools conducted to finance 
their trips. y 
•Get the Children Out of School!,• is more local in 
the trips it feels are invaluable to modern education. 
II 
Alfred R. Sinks explains the development in Peoria, Illinois 
schools of a program of visits to industries, farms, airports~ 
train terminals, and historical sights to familiarize pupils II 
with their own immediate environments and to explain the 
mechanism of local businesses. •At the airport, the method 
and purpose of weather forecasting are explained.• 
Interestingly enough, this program has given the community 
I 
more concern in the life of the schools as its members 
become a part of the educational system. Such programs, 
writers claim, aid immeasurably in vocational guidance 
classes, also. 
Problems are mentioned in carrying out field trips. 
transportation problem is usually solved by using school 
l7lifred H. Sinks, •Get the Children Out of School! • 
Woman's Rome Companion (October, 1950), 77:28~29, 90, 93. 
! 
I 
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iuses. However, if the city cannot provide such facilities 
caravans of parents' oars are used. The problem of meeting 
the arguments of those who feel education belongs solely 
in the classrooms can only be met, advocates say, by showing 
townspeople the greater interest children show in their 
communities and the greater knowledge and experience they 
amass than could be acquired through traditional methods. 
Attacks on new methods.-- An attack on new methods ot 
teaching is espoused by some magazines in editorials and 
by others in feature articles. In two editorials, Saturday 
Evening Post doubts the efficacy of new methods in the 
social studies and school discipline. Agreeing with author 
Kotimer Smith's book, And Madlz Teach, the ~editors 
say that today's pupils do not know dates and locations of 
places. An example is given of pupils in an eighth grade 
class who could • •••• discuss glibly the organizational 
differences between UB and the League of Bations, but were y 
completely ignorant of the location of Geneva.• This is 
blamed on the fact that teachers who follow the philosophy 
of John Dewey are too much interested in methodology rather 
than in imparting knowledge. 
!:/ I !he second editorial is by Chaster L. Saxby, I 
a former I 
176 Tbe lew llucation Oould Do with Some Geography,• Saturday~· 
JTening Post (January 21, 1950), 222:10-11 
2/0hester L. Saxby, •It Looks Aa If the Kids Were Running Away/ 
rell Bent with the Schoolhouse,• Saturd!l Evening Post (December 2, 1960), 223:12. 
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teacher, who writes that parents are becoming aroused at 
the failure of schools to enforce proper discipline. This 
is also an attack on methods of •progressive education.• 
Kr. Saxby claims that psychologists also believe that 
leniency in school will make it hard for children to later 
hold down 3obs in business. He believes that the •rowdyism• 
of today' s youth can only be curt.ailed by strict authority. 
Mach better organized is the attack on modern educational ; 
methods by Episcopal Canon Bernard Iddings Bell in Life's y . 
special education issue, and later condensed in Reader's 
Disest. He believes that modern methods do not give students 
.. 
sufficient training in the •dieoiplines of word, number, and 
form.• !his is due, he claims, to a lack of coherent train-
ing in the use of mental tools. Be.· ob3 ects to the policy of 
promoting children regardless of the fact that their work 
is bad or indifferent. He also feels that schools do not 
develop leadership but treat all students as if mental 
equals. His main thesis is that modern education does not 
define its ends. 
Canon Bell's attack on American education cannot all 
be leveled at "progressive education." His claim that there 
is no training for intellectual leadership is not in accord 
, with present-day educators who stress the developing to the 
lJBernarcl Iddings Bell.t "Xnow How vs. Know Why," Life (October, , 
! r&, 1950) •. 29:89·90, 9&, 97-98. "Our Schools--Their Four ,I 
:: Grievous l'aul ts, • Reader• s Digest (January, 1951), 58:123-126. ,
1 
!• ., 
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fullest the capabilities of all. As the whole theme of his 
article is based on a philosophy of life differing sometimes 
in degree and sometimes abar»l7 from those of the Dewey 
school, Canon Bell does not consider that some feel that 
public schools cannot both academically and spiritually 
standardise universal goals for their pupils. He feels that 
educators today are overworking the principles of democraor 
in the schools. ~ey feel that the only way to make the 
principles of democrac7 living is to let pupils experience 
them as the basis of their e4~at1on. 
S~tz··- The weaknesses behind the treatment of 
aethods of teaching b7 magasinea are that there are not 
enough articles and that those whieh are written do not 
explain speo1f1oall7 the unde~l~ing reasons for their use. 
i! There is VerJ 11 ttle discussion of group work; there is none 
on correlation. Parents are given some reasons for 
centering class work around students• interests; however, 
they are seldom told that the field of education is 
experiencing an awakening, and that the educators want to 
turn out different typea of thinking than has been the 
traditional outcome of public aohool education. !his 
weakness can only be leveled at those educators who let 
laJPeople report what is goiag on to the public, instead of 
telling the public themselves wa7 there are innovations. If 
educators were presenting their views to the pUblic, such 
'i 
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editorial.s as those appeariag in Saturdaz Evenins Pogt 1l 
would be easil;y refuted and attacks such as that b;v Oanoa 
Bell could be more easil;v eTaluate4 in terms of basic 
philosophy. 
5. Ourricul~ ReTisioas 
Th• problem of •drop-outs•.-- Basic to the problem of 
h~h aohool courses of study is the alarming number of 
students that leave school without graduating. As writers 
discuss cth&llges in the types of curricula schools are 
beginniQg to offer they first present the matter of •drop-
outs.• !o most writers these youths are not to be blamed 
as much as the schools for their failure to complete their 
academic years. !be solution to the situation is now being 
fGl>und ill courses that have some relation to students' 
vocational plans and preseat iaterests. 
!he extent of those that leave school is said to be 
over one half of those who eater high school. G. K. Wbite 
!/ in Ladies' Home Journal puts the figures at between one 
million and a million and a half annually. TWo-thirds of 
those are passing when they deoicle to quit. The ma'jority 
are of average intelligence. Mr, White cites the examples 
~e Bew Education Could Do with Some Geography," Op. Oit. 
It Looks As If the Kids Were Running Away Hell Bent witb 
the Schoolhouse,• Op. Cit. 
!/G. K. White, ftJben a Bo;v ~uits School,• Ladies• Home 
~ournal (~anuary, 1951), 68:48-51, 116, 118-119. 
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il of four boys who left a Bridgeport, Connecticut high school, 
showing the divergences in the tJPeS of pupils who find no 
satisfaction in their school education. 
The problem is made Juat as challenging bJ :ld1 th K. y 
Stern, a frequent writer on etuoation in women's magasines. 
She places the blame, in her WO!!Q1 s Rome Oomp&nion article, 
on ineffective guidance and counselling and on subjects that 
do not make sense to students. lp Saturd!l Evenin~ Post, 
and Good ROU§ekeep~, another frequent educational writer, 
Frances v. Rummell blames schools that are overly 
interested in college-pre~ courses. These courses, she 
claims, lack an umderstanding ot contemporary life. In 
agreement, ~a Stern states that what students are taught 
must relate to life as they know it. 
Kethod! o; meeting the •tJPp-out•problem.-- In his 
discussion of the problem of •aroP-outs• Lesley Frost 1n 
f/ Wo~•s Daz · gives the example of a school that met the 
crisis by extending the selection of elective subjects and 
b7 instituting a work-experience program Which enables 
I/llith I. Stern, •wny Teen-asera Quit Sohool,n Wpman•s Rome ~Omp!pion (October, 1949), 76&54-55, 90, 94. 
2/Frances V. Rummell, -what 1 s Wrong with Our High Schools?, • ~ood Ho~lkeJ~ins (Bovember, 1949), 129:106, 191-196. 
•iia\*s t e tter.with Our High Schools?,• Saturday Evenirut 
'"' Poat {December 31, 1949), 222:19, 60-61. 
3/LesleJ Frost,- •Bow 2he7 Stay in School Gladly,• Woman's l!l PP• 6~, 126-129. 
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students to do part-time work oa school 'time. Remedial 
reading classes, courses in radio. commercial law, and 
f' etiquette are a few of the Dft subjects that are offered 
students. Whereas before 40 per ceat of the students left 
' school now only five per cent quit their studies. 
"Learn;ns to live• courata.-- Course revisions designed 
to help student~leara to live better are reported ill more 
than one magasine. Woman's Ho~ Companion tells of courses 
in human and family relatione which are correlated with 
!I 
science. hiator,r, and home economics. Here students leara 
' how to gat aloag with students. parents. and dates. Such 
courses are considered imperative by most writers on this 
!I 
' matter of curriculum revision. Companion also describes 
a course for freshman girls in a Bew York CitJ high school 
which taaohaa the care of babies. !ba girls to to nurseries 
, for two school weeks for these classes. 
!I 
Ptrenta' J!casine also presents the program of a 
school system which has auaoeaetully initiated revisions 
in its offerings and, in turn. has limited the problem of 
"drop outs." PreviouslJ tbe high school in Toms River, 
foBar'bara llewaon and Anna w. L Wolf, "Learning to Live," 
Om&D 1 s Home Coganion (September, 19-&9), 76:72-'13. 
&/•Tomorr01t1 a llothere,• Wo5'• Home Companion (April• 1950), 
'frl4l, 143-146. ' 
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Jew Jersey was exclusively academic, yet only three per cent 
of the graduates went on to college. low there are courses 
in commercial and manual trainin!, cooperative arrangements 
with automobile service garages, and social behavior courses. 
Tocational courses.-- Before publishing its article on 
•drop-outs,• Ladies' Home JOPJial explained the function of 
- v 
the trade achool to its readers in an earlier issue. The 
article stresses the fact that there are more mechanical 
than professional jobs to be filled, and that it is the 
function of the public school to give vocational training 
besides academic knowledge. !he distinct abilities between 
those in college-prep ooursea who can do muoh without the 
teaching of the instructor and those others who need 
direction are shown to exist. 
!he Journal's writers state, •It is the dut7 of such 
. ... 
' a (trade) school to turn out a teen-ager who can land on hie 
own feet economically, who is e~uipped to handle his world 
and understand that of others, and who has a health7 interest 
in doing his job well,.!/ 
' !/ 
Saturlar Bvenins Poet describes the work of lew York 
Oit71 s Food Trades Vocational 11gb School which offers 
i/*I Co to Trade Sobool1 • tlti''' Rome Journal (September, r949l, &&:•a. 2oz-21s, z11- • _ 
!f•I-Go to Trade School,• QR• Oit,, p. 217. 
8/Joaef Israela, II, •f.be World 1 a Best-Fed High School.• 
l'a turdaz_ liven ips' Po, at- ( lovember 12 • 1949) , 222:40-41, 161, 
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training opportunities to schoolchildren beginning in the 
eighth grade. Students are taught the skills necessary for 
work in bakeries,, )utchershopa, cafeterias, and supermarkets. 
Besides the skills of workmanship• lew York Oity pupils are 
taught purchasing and salesmanship while working in the school!: 
grocery store. The emphasis is on giving the students a trade,! 
:i 
and the practical knowledge that is needed to make a success 
of their vocations. 
Driver education courses.-- A suggestion of a few writers: 
on education in connection with changes in course offerings is\ 
that driver education should be included in the school 
program. Because of the high rate of automobile accidents of 
school-age youth it is felt that the teaching of correct 
driving habits along with the knowledge of the important 
automobile mechanisms will give them the driving skills that 
are necessary for both their own welfare and that of the 
general public. y 
Carolyn Wilkinson in Woman's Day reports the success 
of school systems where this plan is in use. She furnishes 
information about what is taught in such courses. She 
concludes with the details of the ~rican Automobile 
Association's offer for assistance to schools which are 
lJOarolyn Wilkinson1 -roung Drivers Oan Be Safe Drivers,• Woman's Day (Septemoer, 1951), PP• 64-65, 164. 
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interested in the plan. 
the Parents' Kagasine article, •A Car Is Their Classroom.• 
The author believes the advantages to the young person are 
far greater if he is taught by well-qualified instructors 
rather than by friends or relatives. 
Music courses.-- Curriculum revisions, however, are not 
limited to only vocational and h~q relations courses. 
!I George Marek in Good Housekeeping calls for changes in 
public school treatment of music. He believes that music 
should not consistently be limited to classroom singing. 
It should include such instruction as band programs, and 
record listening. He advocates familiarising pupils with 
musical instruments early in the pupil's school life. Later 
music appreciation and music theory courses should be 
provided in order that this branch of creative expression 
be recognised as a vital part of one's education. 
Social Studies courses.-- Although educators are 
initiating many changes in the more formalized branches of 
academia study there is little mention of it in magazines. 
The attack on the teaching of history already mentioned in 
\ Am.erice.Jl Legiora Kasazin,! is aD example of the attack on the 
.I 
'I l Helen W tars Tooher, •A Carla Their Classroom,• Parents' 
aaine (August, 1949J, 24:28-29, 86-89. 
2/George Jlarek, •A Report on Mnsio Education in Schools,• 
Good HousekeepinS (September, 1950), 131:4-5. 
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social studies. In this article John Dixon claims that 
our famous documents in American history are unfamiliar to 
students. -Epochal events• an4 •great characters• are 
passed over by teachers with onl7 summaries. He blames this 
on the adoption of social studies classes in schools, and 
recommends that they be dropped and traditional history 
classes be reinstated. Kr. DiXon's most outlandish 
proposal~ according to this writer, is a two-volume 
American history textbook consisting of at least 600 pages 
each, to provide American students with a better under-
standing of their heritage. 
In one of the most comprehensive articles on schools 
in the last year, Wilbur A. Yaach, a member of the teaching 
!I 
staff at Ohio Universit7, uaea the social studies as one 
of the criteria for a good school. Almost in refutation of 
!I 
the Post editorial he writes, that if a child comes from 
sohool rattling off the capitals of the 48 states and the 
1 dates of all the wars, • •••• he is getting an old-fashioned, 
. y 
discrediting type of schooling.• He explains how the 
social studies can broaden the child's horizons from the 
!JitohD DIXon, Opt. Cit. 
Schools?,• American 
84-88. Rea!er*s 
!f•The Bew Education Could Do With Some Geography," OR• Cit. 
!/Wilbur A. Yauch, American Magazine OE. Cit., p. 87. 
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home through the nation to the world during the ftrst six 
grades. Re also finds satisfaction in the example of a 
sixth grade ehild not taught the names of the 88 counties in 
Ohio but who coull 1alk •authoritative17• about the state1 a 
reaources, its origin as a state, the origin of its people, 
ant its contributions to American prosperit7. 
Describing the changes tolar 1D the treatment of history, 
Yauch statea that biato~ is no longer a stui7 of dead people 
and the dates of isolated ancient events. •rn modern sohools, 
1 
children atudJ histo~ to ge1 a better understanding of the 
world we now live in.~ In social studies classes, Yauch 
claims, the children learn not onl7 histor,y and geography, 
but also sociologJ and anthropologr as well. 
Also in defense of todar•• scboola and the value of 
lj\ social. atdiea is Wyter Biddle Saul, :preei4ent, Philadelphia 
11 Boarcl of Education. He writes in Saturdy Evtning Post 
II 
II 
1: 
that Philadelphia schools are preparing students both for 
I' 
I 
college and vocations. Such a program requires that 
courses be developed around the individual student's abilit7 
J and intelligence. Bver,r student is given courses in reading, 
\. writing, and a reasonable amount of arithmetic and adequate 
\i , courses in expression. Social studies are also a part of 
II II !/bid.. P• 8'1, 
a/Walter Biddle Saul, •I'll Stick up for the Schools,• 
Tatyr.az Evenins Post (April 15, 1950), 222:22-2Z, 65-66, 70, 13- • . 
each student's education i• order that he ~ learn to live 
better with his fellowman. After these basic courses the 
student ~ take what coursea he feels will broaden his 
education according to his owa capabilities. 
summa;v.-- It is encouraging to note that most magazines 
in seeking solutions to youth's educational problems do not 
put the total blame on students. Instead. they appeal for 
schools with broad objectives which envision training youth 
for a vocation and for living. !be importance of these 
articles is that course revisions are not described as novel 
fads. but are shown to be vitally needed to solve a problem 
that is weakening the educational training of millions of 
America's schoolchildren. However. again there are serious 
omissions in not referring to changes in the usual academic 
:! subjects. !rbe most noticeable is the lack of information :1 
II II 
about the social studies. loth Dixon in the American Legion ft~ 
}:/ hi !asu ina and the editorial board of Saturd.ay Evening Post i! 
ridicule this subject field. Yet. there is little answer to 
the att~ck. little explanation of why schools a.re adopting 
i! 
'I such courses. and no true evaluation of its success in giving 11 
students a greater understanding of human relationships. 
6. Individual aad Group Guidance 
Ooyerase·-- As alrea~ mentioned• writers discussing the 
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•drop-out• problem ~eel another weakness in public schools 
besides offering courses with little meaning for students, is 
the lack of guidance programs to help youth meat their 
individual problems. Often olasswork is affected by 
maladjustments in school and home relationships. If the 
function of education is to meet individual needs and to 
train the whole child, intellectually, socially, physically, 
and emotionally, guidance counselors Sbould be a part of the 
school staff. Counselors also provide students with 
information about vocational occupations and higher education. 
Such guidance programs are given credit for keeping students 
in school who otherwise would have left. 
Psychological tests.-- One of the basic tools used in 
guidance work is the psycbologioal test. A few magazines 
infor.m their readers about these teats and their place in a 
child's school life. Anna w. ~ Wolf in Womaa's Home 
- y 
Oom:pyion summarises an interview she had w! th Dr. Morris 
Xrqgman, assistant saperintendeat in charge of guidance in 
Bew York City schools. She further describes the IQ test, 
achievement test, diagnltio test, personality test, and 
special aptitude test. 
A deeper analysis of IQ teats is offered in Better Homes 
!I 
and Gt;dens. Bark West warns against too mnch stress on 
~IDna w. I. Wolf, •will Your Child Succeed?,• Woman's Home 
O!P!DiOD (Karch, 1950), 77;134•135. 
&/Mark West, -what Does I~ Really Meant,• Better Romas and 
lfardens (llaf, 1950), 29:14:, 15, 1'1, 109, 110. 
;I 
38 
the numerical measure of i~telligence. 
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i In discussing !. 
aptitude tests in Parents' llas-.ine 
y 
the writers say, 
•Tests oan and do point out a~rangths in broad general azeas 
such as clerical, mechanical or artistic. But they cannot 
determine the manner and form in which these strengths 
!/ 
should be used." 
School gqidanoe programs.~- Guidance prog~s are 
·ez:plained in more detail in the article by Blake Cl~;k v !t 
appearing in Parents' Jlagas1lle ad Reader's Digest. The 
work of Denver, Colorado public schools in guidance is 
described. Their •drop-out• problem has decreased since 
they started the policy of having individual guidance 
teachers ~or schoolchildren. Half the faculty are used as 
counselors, each having charce of thirty children from their 
sophomore year until graduatioll. !be policy of the schools 
is to help each student make of himself a •creative human 
being in the field for which he is best su1ted. 8 Through 
such a plan students have heeD able to understand the need 
for education and to select courses that will help them 
achieve their individual goals. 
l/l&thaiie and Arthur Young, •What Teats Can't Tell, • 
J!r~s' llagasine (Januarr, 1949), 24:48, so. 
.§/Ibid., P• 48. 
3 !/Blake Clark, •They Don't Quit School in Denver,• Parente' 
aaine (~'ruary, 1951) 26:31, 70, 72, 73. Readeti t••fi ebruar,, 195l)i 'Denver Schools Oonneci Learning il h fe,• (February, 951), 56:89-92. 
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!he work of vocational couaselor, ~s. Dell Wilson, of 
Valdese, Borth Carolina High School is described in Ladies' 
!I Rome Journal. Mrs. Wilson gathers personal data on 
students' ability, interests, and aptitudes in order to help 
them make the wisest choices for the future. Her work is not 
complete here, however. She &lao helps in vocational 
preparation work, in placing students in jobs, and following 
up student success after grad~tion. 
Woman's Rome OompanioB reports about a method of 
preventing jUTenile delinquenor that can be adapted to a 
school's guidance program. Phoebe Radcliffe explains the 
results of experiments by criminologists Sheldon and ~leanor 
Glueck which indicate that a child's score on their tests can 
I determine what his future attitude ~award law and order will 
I 
I 
t! 
'i 
I 
I 
I 
1\ 
be. !brough knowledge of the behavior patterns the Gluecks 
feel bear investigation, the first-grade teacher can sort out 
those that need further test1Dg. A social worker, 
psychologist, and psychiatrist compare diagnoses and decide 
what treatment the child needs. 
Bummat(••• ~· need for guidance in the public school 
program is emphasised by many writers on our present 
educational problems. However. except for the articles on 
foLrgaret lioltey, -vooatioaal Oouselor ••• at Valdese High 
chool,• Ladies' Home Jourpal (April, 1949), 66:28, 202-203. 
' - . 
2 ~hoebe Radcliffe, •T.be Criminal in the Kindergarten,• 
omaa•a Home Co anion (.l'ebnarJ, 1952), 79:28-29, 114-116. 
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the Denver and Valdese high sohools there is little explana-
tion of how guidanoe programs work. In 1949 llargaret llicke:y 
reported that slightl:y more thaa five per cent of our high y 
soboola have guidance facilities. If this situation is to 
be corrected there must be more articles that show the 
practical value of aohool p14&.Qoe programs. Beside 
stressing vocational oouuselliDg, magaaines should also Show 
the work counselors do 1n ad~uating children's social and 
emotional problems. 
ConcludiQg summa;z.-- In attempting to inform their 
readers about the problema that the schools are facing today, 
magazines, in general, have emphasised the need for 
evaluating educational proposals 1n terms of student needs 
rather thaD academia goals. ~is has meant a broadening of 
the concept of education to include the objective of useful 
and responsible citizenship. !o achieve these goals writers 
have asked for better school euildings and equipment to 
provide students with healthJ and inspiring environments for 
more faoilitr 1n learning. !here bas been a common demand 
for better teachers an4 for more oo~itr responsibility in 
providing higher standarts ~or their welfare. 
MOst writers have informed the public about the new 
methods of teaching that are designed to meet individual 
student needs and to develop better human relationships. 
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!bose attacks on •methodologJ• are from those who feel that 
there is too little training of the basic •mental tools.• 
The weakness of articles on methods is dua to the lack of 
relating methods to goals of education. 
~ writers advocate curriculum revisions and guidance 
programs in public schools i• order to give students more 
practical knowiedge in their occupational choices and in 
human relationship. Yet, despite the m&nJ ohaages that are 
ooc~~~ wtthin the traditioaal academic sub3eots, there is 
slight mention of this faot. 
Through their treatment of education, most magaaines 
have performed for their readers an invaluable public 
etrvioe, by reporting school problems, b-7 presenting 
proposals by both educators ant laypeople, and by calling 
for publio action in improving the educational benefits to 
~rica's children. Magasines have a t~e value to Amerioan 
education when they assume a duty in orientating their 
readers to the reasons behind changes in education instead 
of merely reporting school deTelopments. Articles which 
set up ;yardsticks for good school programs can only be as 
effective as proposed changes are understood. 
_-;;-=- -_ ----~ - -_--
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CHAPTER II 
THE TREATMENT OF CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES 
l;p.trodugtion.-- The term contloyersiaJ. issues is given 
in this thesis to three important phases of educational 
development: the knowledge of and the correct attitudinal 
reactions to sex; the significance of religion to life; and 
the knowledge of the alien ideology of Communism. Because 
of the personal nature of sex, religion, and Communism, 
there are mixed opinions as to their treatment in public 
schools. The problem thus racing public education today is 
,. 
, whether or not it can deal objectively with such matters of 
individual and family importance. 
1. Sex Education 
Need for sex education!t..-.Vith the noticeable 
ineffectiveness of the family in educating the child today, 
those duties that were once the parentsr are now willingly 
or unwillingly thrust on the schools. Particularly in the 
matter of sex do the schools find it their duty to give sex 
instruction to their students. In a recent poll of a cross-
section of youth in 36 communities by the Gilbert Youth 
11 Research it was discovered that only 17.3 per cent or the 
.Gilbert Youth Research, nsex Education Poll," McCall's 
Jan-uary 1 1952) 1 79:28-29. 
:i 
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boys were given their first sex education by their parents. 
Fifty-four per cent of the girl.s received their first 
instruction from their parents. 
Al.l magazines in this survey do not deal vith sex 
education. A few give pros and cons; some cite news 
stories; and others state their awn policies. Cgrgnet 
explains the need for sex instruction in the schools. It 
reel.s that the seriousness of sex crimes involving youth 
demands public action through the school.s. Coronet's 
writers, moreover, claim _that parents, teachers, stlldents, 
and churches are behind such a movement for sex instruction. 
Only "inertia, prejudice, ignorance" and " •••• unwillingness 
to admit the seriousness of the situation (has) prevented 
ll 
action being taken." It is further stated that the duty 
should not be assigned only to the schools but should be 
shared by the whole community. 
~attempts in two issues to present arguments on 
both sides of the problem of sex education. "Our Daughters 
&I Have Too Much Sex Education" shows a mother's distress 
, vi th public school study of sex. Despite the informa. tion 
that the student acquires, Mrs. Neal. feels that schools do 
l/Donita Ferguson and Carol Lyn Gilmer, "Sex Education, 
Please!,• Coronet {January, 1949), 25:73-80. 
~ly Gardiner Neal, •our Daughters Have Too Much Sex 
Education," L9ok (August 30, 1949), 13:28, 30, 33. 
======== ·========-- -.----- -
not make clear why illicit sex relations should not be 
tolerated. She further implies that it is more than 
coincidental that sexual delinquency has increased since 
the inception of sex education in the public schools. She 
favors better sex education throlilgh the use of texts designed 
only for children and youthj the teaching of the fundamentals 
only, skipping the physical details which prove provocative; 
and the supervising of well qualified instructors. Included 
in this issue of the magazine is an obJective news article 
ll 
on sex education films. 
The second opinionated article ~ has published is 
?J by a l~year-old school boy. Donald Kaiser differs only 
in degree from Mrs. Neal. He believes that by receiving 
all the facts about sex from experienced teachers teen-agers 
will not feel a need to experiment. In turn, he thinks that 
sex crimes will decrease as the public becomes more soundly 
educated in matters of sex. 
Like Look, Life also attempts to orientate its readers 
with the content of' two sex education films. One article 
accompanied by illustrations explains the contents of 
•Human Growth,• a film designed for pupils above grammar-
: 
il•!he Battle over Sex Education Films,• Loo§ (August 30, 1949)i 
1'3:28, 30, 33. 
~ ~onald Kaiser, •A !een-Age Boy Speaks His Mind on Sex 
Education,• Look .. (December 20, 1949), 131.132. 
.! 
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school age. A product of ten years or research by the 
University pf Oregon, the fim makes clear to students the 
growth of the human body. uniquely, the prod~ers present 
the action of the film in a classroom. This provides a 
natural stimulus for actual classroom discussion of sex 
knowledge by the school audience. The other pictorial 
El 
article shows scenes froa the tiia, •Human Beginnings.• 
The film, designed for six-year-olds, explains 1 through 
children's drBwings, that babies come from an egg inside the 
mother. It also shows vbat effect the arrival of a baby in 
a family can have on its brothers and sisters. 
School sex !Jlstrmtion programs--- Of all the artie les 
on sex edU;gation, lAdies• Home JoyraJ,'s i~ the most 
. .. y 
explanative of the nature of sex instruction programs. 
Margaret Hickey reports what sex ~ovledges San Diego 
(California) schools teach their children beginning in the 
first grade. The initial emphasis is on nature study, which 
in later grades is broadened to include the study of human 
anatomy. Hip-school classes deal vi th human relationships 
and the care of babies. 
jJnsex Education,• Life (May 241 1948), 24:56-58, 12. 
&/"How Babies Come,n Life (May 11 195.0), 28:61-82, 64. 
£)Margaret Hickey, •sex Education ••• san Diego Pioneers,n 
Ladies' Home Journal .. (Ap~:f.l1. 1948}_, 65;:231 273, 27S-277. 
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Arguments against sex educati<m 1n sch9Q:Jr •. -- More 
definite arguments for and against sex education appear in 
" Better Hames and Gardens ~~4 .. McCall' s !,. . Both arguments 
against sex instruction in the public schools have a 
striking similarity. The first by Ruth Hawthorne Fay was 
1:1 later condensed 1n Reader's Digest. __ .. ~e second, by Irene 
Dunne, popular film star and prGminent Catholic laywoman, is 
part of a pro and con article, "Do You Favor Sex Education y 
in Our Schools?•. Both Mrs. Fay and Miss Dunne state that 
sex education belongs entirely in tlw home. Both state that 
as chil~en_develop physically, mentally, and emotionally 
at different levels it is not right for them to be instructed 
in matters of sex in a craup. Miss Dunne believes that such 
group teaching in schools must " •••• inevitably stimulate 
. AI 
some children beyond their level of maturity.n 
Miss Dunne also goes beyond Mrs. Fay when she states 
that there should be spiritual training along with sex 
instruction. This she feels the public schools cannot give. 
It is a personal matter between the parents and their clergy. 
As both Mrs. Fay and Miss D\mne feel that sex education is 
llR.uth Hawthor~e Fay, "I'll Take Care of Teaching SexJ,n 
Better Homes a:ad Gardens .{Q<:tober, 1950), 29:6, 22-24. 
Reader's Digest. (November, 195D), 5J7:122-124. 
!/Irene Dunne and Ernest Osborne, •Do You Favor Sex Education 
in Our Schools?," McCall's {January, 1952) 79:28-29, 90-91 • 
.§Libid., p. 90. 
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the responsibility of the parents, they both offer the 
solution of educating parents to become competent instructors. 
It is only because of the laxness of parents that the schools i! 
have bad to instigate sex programs, Miss Dunne states. 
Before the publication of the McCall's a~ticle a practical 
ll 
example of parent-preparation was given in Redbook. Barney 
Nagler reported the progress of citizens in Bridgeport 
(Connecticut) in adopting such a system. 
Arguments !or sex educat1on in schoo+ ... ~ The compa.Jlion 
article to Miss Dunne's in McCall's is -written by Ernest 
Osborne, a professor at Teachers College, Columbia University. i 
Prof. Osborne first defines sex education as n •••• any 
information that helps boys or girls, or men and women to live 
FJ 
more richly and fully together.n Because of this definition 
he claims that it is imperative that sex education be 
included in public school instruction. He states that 
, investigations have_ shovn that in school systems where there 
is such instruction, sex experimentation and the incidence of 
unwed mothers has been ncut strikingly.n He believes that 
because parents are not competent enough to instruct their 
children, qualified, well-instructed teachers must. Answering 11 
· . rney Nagler 1 "llow Parents Learn About Sex, n Redbook Oct~ber, 1951), 97:3o-31, 78-79. 
i./Irene Dunne and Ernest Osborne, Op. C!t; •. , p. 29. 
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the argument that some chil.dren develop at different ages 
than others of their classmates~ Osborne says these children 
" shoul.d be put in groups at their own level.s of development. 
,. A child's religion, he ansors, should not matter in 
developing correct attitudes about sex. The particular 
church can be consulted if a difficulty arises. He concludes 
that any such program must be a mutual one between the 
schools and the parents. 
SummarY.-- It is evidemt from all the articles on sex 
education that have recently appeared in the magazines tbat 
there is a deep interest in educating youth to understand 
their sexual development in terms of its relation to others. 
Some differ as to the degree and extent to which sexual 
knowledge must be carried in the school.s. All believe it is 
the responsibility of the parents to prepare their children 
for sexual. maturity. Hovever, some believe that for the 
common welfare, the schools must give group instruction. It 
is noticeabl.e that the parent-vriters favor little or no 
school instruction, while the only educator voicing his 
opinion on the subject favors sex education as part of the 
over-all public school curricula. 
2. Rel.igious Education 
Introduction.-- Although the handllng of religion in the 
public schools is mentioned in more than a rev magazines, 
only four magazines of those surveyed deal. ld. th the problem 
:! 
~! 
specif1call1. A~~ four artic~es center around the debatab~e 
question of re~eased time. More specifica~~y, two are 
~ concerned with th$ effects of the Supreme Court decision in 
the Vashti McCollum Case. In this case Mrs. McCo~lum, an 
atheist, had questioned the right of churches in using 
public school property to teach religion to school pupils. 
The Supreme Court upheld Mrs. McCollum in its statement 
that no tax-supported property can be used to teach religion. 
,Ar'l'gt§ for religious educatioD.~ ~-- In . La, dies ' Hom.i 
Journal Christian Gauss, the ate Uhited States educator 1 
explains to readers what the McCollum Case concerned. He 
expresses his disagreement with the decision of the Court, 
and states that if educatiGn bas as its aim • •••• to give 
every young citizen the soundest preparation for life y 
consistent with the public welfare," religion must be a 
part of it. He continues, •You can no more teach any 
cultural subject without teaching religion than you can y 
teach family relations vithoat discussing sex.• Expressing 
what other writers on this subject claim, he states that by 
omitting religion from the scaools we are negating its worth. 
He concludes that if people get aroused about the lack of 
religion in pUblic school education the Court wi~l have to 
l/Christian Gauss, "Should Religion Be Taught in Our 
Sch:ools?,• ~die§' Home Jourpal (September, 1948) 1 &5:40, 
266:;, 268, 2 o. 
E./Ibid., p. 40 • 
.§/Ibid., p. 266. 
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reflect public opinion and reverse 
Readtr's Digest p:resents the problem to its readers in 
ll 
an article condensed from School ang Society_ by Harry 
Emerson Fosdick. Rev. Fosdick, a prominent Protestant 
clergyman, thinks it ironic that the doctrine of separation 
of church and state prevents the presentation of the faith 
on which our country vas founded, in our public schools. 
However, he does feel that school.s go a l.ong way in teaching 
moral. values. Still, these values l.ose strength because the 
fundamentals of our western civilization's religious 
backgrounds are omitted, he continues. 
Realizing that public school.s cannot indoctrinate 
religion into their students, Fosdick feels that they can 
teach them the part religion has played in shaping our 
cultural ideas. "Education is not real. education without the 
!I inclusion of religion," the clergyman ~ites. 
Besides including religion in the study of history, 
literature, and sGCiology Fosdick hopes that there wil.l be 
written shortly by the three important faiths in America a 
textbook that will show the common core of our spirit'Ual 
heritage and that will. present •fairly and tactually" the 
many faiths that are a part or our many religions. 
llHarry Emerson Fosdick, nour Religious Illiterates," 
BeasJer ts fgest. (FeQruaryL 1949), 54:97-1.00. School and 
Societx .. I. ovem.ber 27, 194'1). 
E./.Ibid. , p. 98. 
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article by Liston Pope, Dean of Yale Divinity School. Rev. 
:I 
!I Pope writes, •Today we face, both at home and abroad, a great 11 
spiritual crisis. If we are to meet this crisis we must 
somehow find ways and means to bring life's highest resources 
El 
to our public school students." He affirms that children 
must have loyalties outside themselves, have "firm standards 
of right· and wrong,• "feel morally responsible for their own 
conduct,• and have a •sense of awe and reverence of the y 
universe.• Dr. Pope feels that the public schools are not 
• 
meeting this world crisis adequately. 
ii 
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Dr. Pope agrees with ReT. Fosdick that if religion itself :! 
:i 
cannot be taught in the public schools, courses about religion li 
I' I ~ 
can be taught. He makes these separate courses, such as, il 
il 
"Religions of the World, n "Moral Values in Human Rela.tionships•j/ 
'I 
and "History of the Christian Church. n Another suggestion is [: 
il 
that teachers• colleges prepare future teachers to teach 
religion objectively. Finally, he believes, like Fosdick, 
that religious leaders of all faiths must agree on common 
cores of faith to teach students as a defense against 
Communism. 
l/Liston Pope, "Religion and Our Schools," The 4merican 
Magazine (May, 1952) , ~: 24-25:, 110-114. 
~Ibig 411 p. 112. 
um. cit. 
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Ariument aga+nst religious educa tiQJh -- In the only 
article against religious education in the public schools, 
Agnes E. Meyer, a pro~ent lecturer, writes in Reader's 
1:1 Digest_ that the churches and not the schools should be 
blamed for "religious illiterates" in this country. She 
further believes that reli~ous teaching is more effective in 
the church, home, and family than in the public school. Mrs. 
Meyer fears that the separation of church and state will be 
broken once religious instructors enter the schools. Already, 
she writes, the policy of released time for religious 
education has caused a disruption of friendly relations 
between childr*n of different faiths. 
SummarY.-- The four writers, two of them Protestant 
leaders, seem convinced that spiritual values, beyond those 
being taught already in the schools, should be incorporated 
into the public school system. One writer, however, feels 
strongly that religious education should be left to the 
churches and to the family. Dr. Pope's accusation that 
public schools are not preparing students for the world crisis 
is a harsh criticism. Possibly the way to meet the problem 
is through concerted action in teaching the spiritual va~ues 
of religion in public schools. If such a policy is 1n1 tia ted 
in the schools it will obviously mean a further broadening of 
" the concept of American public education. 
l/Agnes E. Meyer,. "Shall the Churches Invade the Schools?," 
Reader's Die;est {March, 1948), 52:65-68. 
H li 
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Z. The Treatment of Communism 
Introducjion.- The third controversial issue that 
concerns educators and parents today, is the matter of 
teaching about political and economic ideologies foreign to 
American democracy. Specifically, this means the teaching 
about Communism. Again, the majority of magazines do not 
publish articles on the matter. Although educators are 
concerned with method and extent of the teaching of Communism. 
the magazines are more concerned about what should be done 
about Communists in the teaching profession. 
The :fJle of Comm1uaist teachers •. -- In the America.At Legion 
Magazine J. B. Matthews explains that to the Communists 
schools are forums for revolution. nstalin's infiltration of 
our schools has as its over-all objective the undermining of 
the loyalty of American children to their traditions, way of y • 
life, and form of government,• he continues. He later 
concludes that parents should guard against textbooks written 
by Communists, citing the example of Doubleday's We Are Our 
Government by Mary Elting. 
~turday Evening Post _also informs its readers of the 
danger of Communist teachers both in public schools and 
l/J. B.· MatthewsJ •The Commies Go after Kids,n ~rican 
Legion Magazine {December, 1949), 47:14 ... 15, 72-4. 
Y,Ibiq. 1 p. 72. 
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!i colleges. Its most extensive article is by Sidney Hook, 
il y 
!i professor of philosophy, New York University. Hook does not 
•i 
d ~ !I advocate a "frenzied witch hunt" for Communist teachers. 
jj However, he believes that such teachers should be removed 
n 
from the profession when there is knowledge of their 
i; membership in the Communist Party. Prof. Hook explains that 
II 
ii a Communist teacher is given strict orders to bring the Party 
II 
line into class discussions whenever possible. He must also 
ii 
:! contribute articles for a local Party paper and must act as a p 
'i 
li 
~ I 
;l 
., 
il 
research worker for the Party. Prof. Hook feels that because 
of these obligations the Communist teacher cannot live up to 
the ethical codes of his profession. "They (Communists) have 
substituted for their responsibility to their students, for 
their responsibility to the quest for truth, a blind and y 
partisan loyalty to the objectives o.f' the Communist Party.n 
By laying down the principle of the unfitness of Communists 
to teach, Prof._Hook believes there will be • •••• the 
enormous educational and psychological effect of reaffirming 
~ the function of the teacher in a democratic society.• 
IJncommunists Are Doubtful Risks As College Teachers," 
SaturdaY Evening Post (Ap~il 2, 1949), 221:10. 
•Could Professors Police !heir Own Red Subversives?,• 
Sat:J,Eday Eyening Post .. (Junt9 10, 195.0), 223:6. 
E/Sidney Hook, •What Shall Ve Do About Communist Teachers? n 
Saturday Evening Post. (.Septemper 10, 1949), 222:33, 164-164. 
~ i 
'I 
ii £/Ibid., p. 33/ 
" ' -~!bid., p. 166. 
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l}le teachil:\g about Cognp1 g •. ~ Saturday Evening Post's ;I 
most important article on Communism is that by Sidney y 
Shalett. The author describes the program in the schools 
of Turtle Creek, Pennsylvania which teaches the students 
about Communism. Pupils from the seventh grade through 
high-school are presented with the definitions of both 
democracy and Communism. Through discussions in their 
classrooms they are given the opportunity to compare the two 
systems and to understand the basis for the present war of 
ideologies. Mr. Shalett reports that this plan for facing the !l 
:I 
Communist threat is not unique to Turtle Creek, but is being ·r 
inaugurated in many schools throughout the country. 
Summar:{.- Hook's attack on Communist teachers has the 
advantage of restating the role of the teacher in American 
public schools. Yet, despite the need for such a statement 
he does not discuss the treatment of the subject of 
Communism in the schools, perhaps the most controversial 
issue in academic circles. This latter subject is treated 
only in one article. Both Hook and Ma tthevs warn the public 
of the obligations of Communist teachers. Prof. Hook is the 
most temperate in the removal of such teachers, perhaps 
because of his own role as teacher. 
48, 
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Concluding stmma£l.-- The treatment of controversial 
II 56 
I! 
issues by magazines appears to be strong in the matter of sex 
1
1 
ii education but weak concerning the teaching of religion and 
Communism in the schools. This is apparent through the fact 
that there is little treatment of the last two sUbjects 
I (none by many magazines) and they are seldom presented as 
I two-sided issues. The weaknesses, however, are explainable 
II if the magazines feel that these issues are too religious or 
I 
political in nature. Unwillingness to deal with these 
subjects because of public reaction could be averted by using 
the technique of McCall's on sex education. It is also 
fairer to the public to present pros and cons on 
controversial subjects in order that their opinions may be 
based on sufficient information and more than one viewpoint. 
!i 
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CHAPTER III 
ATTACKS OB PUBLIC EDUCATION 
Introduction.-- Public education is not without its 
attackers. Other chapters have mentioned criticisms ot 
public support of education, poorlr equipped schoolbuildings, 
and the lack of competent teachers. Yet, discussions of 
these matters have been more in a spirit of proposing wars 
to attain better schools thaa 1n that of condemning the whole 
concept of education on which moat of our schools are basel 
today. ~or tbis reason, the writer is isolating two 
specific attacks on public sohools in a separate chapter. 
The first concerns a restatement of Canon Bernard I. Bell's 
criticism of American schools. !he other concerns the work 
of organtaations and individuals in attacking modern education , 
as •socialist•, and iD discouraging parents about the need 
for better schools and equipment for their childrea. 
1. Education as lantal Training II 
I ~lawa in publio ed~tioo.-- Caoon Bell in his Life aod 
\ Reader's Digest article writes that there are four basic 
I ;:::~:0o:u:~:o.:::::: ::~::::0t::d:::o1:::D::r:; ~:~~e 
~ number, and form. American students are said to be unable 
to read, write, and speak effectivelr. !he teaching of 
. II 
il r~ 8 
·••••• ccc.·o•c·•-~····~~-~ 
mathematics in public sohoola does not show students how to 
reason logicall7• Basic to this problem, Canon Bell states, 
is the tact that students are not given the proper training 
in the use of aeutal tools. 
A aeoond complaint about present-day schools 1a that 
theJ develop irresponsibilities in students, b7 allowing 
negligence to succeed as well as achievement. A third I 
if 
failure of our schools, acoordiag to Canoa Bell, is that they li 
·I 
seem • •••• to presuppose that, for education to be democratic, 
everr man's child must be treated as the equal of every other };/ 
maa•a child, both in kind of brains and 1D educability.• 
!be effect of such a practice, Canon Bell concludes, is that 
there is a herding of unfit students into college and there 
ia little training for future leadership. 
!be last weakness of schools that Canon Bell claims is 
hurting the education of American children is the lack of 
religious education. !hie weakness is felt to deprive youth 
of allegiance to &DJ •spiritual compulsion• greater than 
love o:t country. 
Canon Bell is supported 1a his criticism of American 
education by Dorothy !hOJDP.SOD 1D her monthl7 column appearing \\ if 
in Lf!ies• Rome Journal. Kiss !bompson repeats man7 of 
Canon Bell's arguments, as well as using the results of 
lJili11., t!fe • P• 92. 
2/DorothJ Thompson, •!be Crisis in A.mericaa Education,• 
!&liea' Home JOUJP&l Clal7, 1960), 67:11-12, 122. 
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surveys reported in Canon Bell's book, ~e Crisis of 
fdiucation. An important theme in her article is that the 
mind is only trained by effort and that education is, today, 
steadily eliminating all studies which require concentration. 
euromarx.-- If these complaints registered by Canon Bell 
and Miss Thompson are well-founded they require investigation 
by public school educators. Yet, as already mentioned in a 
previous chapter, these arguments are based on dif~erent 
philosophies and objectives of education than are those of 
the maJority of educators and interested laypeople. It is 
disappointing to find little constructive criticism in both 
articles. · The only alternative given is a return to mental 
drills. 
2. Destructive Criticism 
Introduction.-- The second type of attack that is found 
' and discussed in popular magazines is even less constructive 
1 in its criticism. According to writer Arthur D. Morse in y 
McCall's, public education is under the heaviest attack of 
its history. Although this fact has not been noticeable 
1n the articles appearing in the surveyed magazines 1 there 
have been same attacks similar to those Mr. Morse mentions 
in his article, •Who's Trying to Ruin Our Schools?". 
Opponents of public schools.-- Mr. Morse reports the 
work of Allen A. Zoll in both Pasadena, California and 
I/Arthur D. Morse, "Who's Trying to Ruin OUr Schools? " 
McCall's (September, 1951), 78:26-27, 94, 102, 108-1~. 
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Englewood, Bew Jersey. Kt. loll, founder of the Bational 
Council for American J4uoatio~, succeeded in ousting Dr. 
William Goslin, one of America's foremost school 
administrators, from his position as superintendent of 
Pasadena schools. !hrough some of Zoll'a pamphlets Pasadena 
citizens were told of the impliet socialist principles that 
Goslin was deTeloping in their children through •socialised• 
classes. ID Englewood, where there was aotion for more 
financial support of the schools, loll's agents accused 
members of the school faoultJ of having Communist ties. !be 
aohool proposals were defeated. 
Suoh attackers of the schools, Mr. MOrse states, 
generally • •••• accuse teachers and textbooks of being 
subversive; link modern educational praotioea with Communism; 
and attempt to stampede parents into helieTing that our 
!/ publio aohools are the breeding grounds of totalitarianism.• 
In au interview with loll, the author states that Zoll 
oould not give any basic obJeotiTes for education beyond the 
teaching of the three R's. loll also did not think that 
there ia a need for new aohoolbUildings, believing that age 
has nothing to do with a )uilding'a efficacy. 
Mr. MOrse tells further how loll'a pamphlets have been 
usei bJ some oivio groups in dealing with their aohool 
problema. Pamphlet titles indicate loll's destructive 
interest in education: •Progressive Education Increases 
Delinquency,• •!bey Want Your Child,• •Private Schools: the 
Solution to America's Educational Problem,• and •How Red Are 
1 Your Schools?•. 
B'sides Allen loll, Mr. Korae states that there are 
others who are more interested in damaging public education 
than bettering it. One of these is Lucille Cardin Crain 
who heads the Educational RtTiewer, a magazine that reviews 
textbooks and other books on education with the purpose of 
finding subversive material. Otten statements are taken 
out of context in o_rder to condemn a book, Mr. Morse writes. 
Dr. ~rank Magruder's American Government is an example of a 
.. 
textbook that has been so attacked. 
Mrs. Crain, in an interview, stated to Kr. Korse that 
she disfavors • •••• our compulsory state-operated educational !I -
system.• She believed that the Bational Education 
Asaociation is subversive; yet, she could give no aims of 
education of her own. In the Jiuoational Reviewer of 
October 5, 1949 Mr. Morse quotes a writer as saying, 
ti 
il 
'Democracy!! 
:t 
is a government by demagogues leading to the tyranny of the 
!I maJority over the minority.• 
iftbid., P• lOS. 
!/Loa. Cit. 
!i ,, 
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The third opponent of public schools that Mr. Morse 
names is Major General Amos A. Fries~ Retired~ who edits 'the 
magazine Frtengs of the Pu@j.i~ §ghools. The General is 
purported to be against public nurseries and kindergartens, 
'~ services for the handicapped~ and vocational guidance. His 
main idea is that schools were better 1n the "old days". 
These attacks would be superficial, Mr. Morse feels, if' 
,i it were not for the fact that some misguided citizens are 
prompted to join these groups because of the emotional 
appeal and the emphasis on less taxes f'or school support. 
:1 For these reasons, Mr. Morse believes that Zoll, Crain, and 
;j Fries are dangerous to public education and therefore to 
.America. 
Attacks on "prosress~ e!j)ltttigp".-- In an editorial in 
the SatU£c}.al E!pip,g Post the Pasadena case is referred to 
as a warning to "progressive education" proponents. The 
~iter, Frank Chodorov, associate editor of the bulletin 
Human ;;vents, claims that •progressive education" emphasizes 
the adjustment of the child to the group rather than the 
child's development as an individual. He also states that 
nprogressivismu implies that parents should not have a voice 
in constructing school policy. Mr. Chodorov concludes, 
nv.nether or not 'progressive education is a tool of' socialism 
~ank Chodorov, "Educators Should Be Warned by the 
pasadena Revolt," Sj!tw;day ;;yelling Pist (July 14, 1951), 
224:10. 
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as charged, there is no qu.esljon about the socialistic :i 
character of that position. • \! 
~,.··· Similarly, John T. Jl7DD in his exoluaive Reader's y 
Digest article warne about the dangers of allowing 
teachers to propoun4 socialist doctrines in their classes. 
He cites the statement of Dr. Harold Rugg that •A new public 
mind 'must be created by creating tens of millions of new 
individual minds and welding thea together in a new social !I 
mind',• Kr. Flynn believes that there is a campaign in 
this countrJ directed by Dr. Bugg and others to teach 
socialism through leftist textbooks and classroom lectures. 
Summa;z.-- The implication of the last two attacks on 
America's schools is that educators like Goslin and Rugg are 
advocating the teaching of socialistic practices in the 
classroom. Carried further, readers are led to believe that 
•progressive education• is primarily interested in teaching 
students to think and act collectively. 
It is natural that there are criticisms of public 
school education. Wben these attacks present constructive 
proposals for better schools they are invaluable for both 
educators and laypeople in evaluating their particular 
schools. However, when criticisms contain many half-truths 
f"'\ 1/Loo, Olt. 
!/John T. ~l7DD, Op, Cit. 
!/Ibid., P• !6. 
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and distorted implications, and further, contain little 
constructive aid, they are damaging to any accurate 
appraisal of American education. Canon Bell's arguments 
challenge readers to re-eTaluate the objectives they seek in 
public education. However, the arguments of the Saturday 
Evening Post and of ~ohn T. 'lynn, because of their 
emotional appeal to those who cherish the American ideals 
of individualism and because of their incomplete treatment 
of recent educational changes, do not seek rational 
thinking from their readers. It is encouraging to note 
that there are so few of this type of attack on schools in 
this country's popular magazines. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE TREATMENT OF THE ROLE OF SCHOOL PARENTS 
Introduction.-- Responsible directly for the 
schoolohild 1 s growth in social, emotional, and spiritual 
attitudes, and indirectly for the child's school education, 
the parent is the key to a better educational system. 
Magazines, in dealing with the role of the student's parent, 
have stressed the importance of membership in local 
Parent-Teacher Associations with the resultant closer 
cooperation between parents and teachers and organi~ed 
efforts for better schools. Writers also discuss what 
relationship a parent should have with his child's 
schoolwork and what steps should be taken to help the child 
adjust to his classmates. Besides advocating parent 
interest in children's education, several writers explain 
the need and the operation ot aohools for adult education. 
1. Parent Organisation for Better Schools 
Parent-teacher organiaatiog.-- Although mention of 
PTA is often, there are very few articles specifically 
written about the organization. One of these is ·~ive 
Million Parents Can't Be Stopped• appearing in Saturdaz ~ - . 
Evening Post. The author states that most of the real 
work of the local organisations is done in committees. 
Each local is supposed to have a project for the school 
term. Projects mentioned vary from free dental clinics 
to clearing houses for children's outgrown clothes. Other 
functions of the local groups are the education of the 
parents into children's school problems and the lobbying 
for better legislation for the aohools. 
T.he author concludes by quoting P~ Headquarters' 
1! following objectives: 
1 !0 promote the welfare of children and 
youth in home, school, church, and community; 
to raise the standards of home life; to secure 
adequate laws for the care and protection of 
JOUth; to bring into closer relation the home 
and the school; to develop between educators 
and the general puhlio such united efforts 
as will secure for ever.r_qhild the highest 
educational advantages. ll 
A aeoond article on PTA describes bow a layman's 
interest in schools through work in a local group led him 
to become executive director of the Iational Citizens 
Commission for the Public Schools. !be story of Henry !I Toy, Jr. in Redbook, however, does not show the 
effectiveness of PTA. It was only after llr. Toy saw the 
limited strength of Delaware's P~ chapters that he helped 
1/Jerome 1111son, ap. Cit., P• 49. 
2/Andre ~ontaine, ~e Was Xiaaed by the PTA,• Redbook 
Tlebruary, 1952), 98:57-60. 
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tors the Council for Delaware lduoation to improve that 
a~ate' a school &Jatems. Womaa' a »az tells how a campaign 
for new meuera, espeoiall7 fatllera, 1D a local P!A has 
h 
!: 
produced an active group that has worked on improvement !II' 
pro3ects for ~he welfare of the ohildren and the oommunit7. 
Civic backinc o:t schools.-- Dare is a great 
preponderance of articles on eoamunit7 action for ~etter y 
schools. Life reports how interested citizens of 
Xaaaaa CitJ. Missouri, arouae4 the public to vote for an 
increased propert7 tax leTJ to provide a full •o-week term 
for their aohoolohildren. !bia was done through concerted 
action b7 ma117 civic groupe. In Arlington Count7 • Virginia, 
!/ SaturdaJ Bventna Poat reports that the Citizens• 
Committee loabia4 the state 1-sialature into passing a 
special law approving a referentwm 111 their oouat7 on an 
elective plan for choosing a aehoolboara. It waa on17 
auoceaatul because of the work of more thaD one thouaand 
men aad women who gave up much of their oft-work hours to 
Illirguerlte kohl, •!be P!A ~akea Over,• Woman's D!J 
Tloveaber, 1951), PP• 72-78, 19•-196. 
2/•0rdinar,r Oitisena Get Ret .Up Over Schools,• Life (AprU 10, 1950) • 28:86-19. _ 
!/Henr.r •· and Katharine Pringle, •Are We Letting Our 
Children Downt,• Saturdar Bven1pc Poet (-., 18, 1950), 
222:2•·25, 164, 166-168. 
campaign for better schools. 
Schools and local politif!•-- Examples of school 
" SJsteme that are burt hr tbe failure of oituena to organize 
into effective political maohtaea are pUblished in warnings 
to parenta. Ladies' Home Jow.raal, which in 1949 bad 
reporte4 the eleotioa of Ber.l?oe &oedde to the aohoolboard 
of Bast St. Louis, lllilloia, tells 1D 1961 bow Kiss Goedde 
J} 
" 
was defeated b7 a whispering campaign. Life in a largelr 
!I pictorial article tells a similar stor,J about a school 
prinoipal instrumental in oarr,ing out reforms in Loa 
ADgelea, California, who was fired from her Job. T:/a same 
principal's crusade is reported in Bealer's Dise•t• 
Magaaine writers feel that aohoolboards should be made 
nonnonpartisan in character in order to cope with the 
inefficiency and lassitude fouad in many of these committees 
througbout the country. However, since members of 'oards 
of education can o~l7 be ohose• at oivio elections, these 
writers urge o1tiaena' groups to 'become pol1tioally .. minde4. 
I/Lrgaret !iclier1 •school Boards ••• Revolt in East·- st. Louis, 1ll1nois,• Ladies Home Joura!J (October, 1949), 66:23, 31, 
155. 
2/Margaret Rickey, •Political Ba.aa in the Woods Against the 
Ml&rJt Bore,• Ladies! gome Journal (December, 1951), 68:50-51, 
100-101. .. . .. . .. · .. 
3/"'.GDe SWan Stirs Up a Hornet' a lest, • Life (October 8, 1951) i 3'1: 69-70, '12. . . ;i 
'/Albert Q. Maisel, •she ~ought for the Schools.• Reader's 
tr'iseet (J(a:roh, 1i52). 60:4:9-IZ. 
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for oitisens to know the art ot politics tells the stor,r of 
aqother Illinois oit7 and the work of its parents for better 
schools. Six basic suggestions for citizens entering school 
politics are the following:: 
•(1) know your schools; (2) get JOur facts; (3) attend 
board of .auoation meetings; (4) ~o1D a school organiaation; 
(·5) have a voice, take a Jo'b in school affairs: ( 6) get out 
!/ the vote, including your owu. • 
Politics is claimed to plar an importaat part !i federal 
lUDch programs aoool!'ding to q article in KoOal.l 1 •• In 
another article, b7 former u. a. Commissioner of Education, 
Jobn w. Stu4ebaker, there is an appeal made for less jJ 
political pressure 1n the Offioe of lluoation. Oa a more 
local level there is the report of corruption in Chicago's 
iJWie dan•t Let the Children D~.· L!fie!' Home Journal 
TUArch, 1952), 69;60-61, 104-lOf •. 
j/Iba,a... P• io&. 
5/J. ». Ratcliff, •!he7're Pla71Dg Politics with Our ~ildren'e Health,• MQOfll'g (September, 1950), 7f:32·33, 
eo, a2-s4. . ' _ . 
4/John w. Studebaker, •a.a We Xeep Politics out of our ~choola?• Look (Jovember 21, 1910}, 14:42, 45-46, 48-49. 
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ll 
p~lic school administration. 
In all, parents are inforaet that only their constant 
aotiYity in aobool affairs will ensure confidence in their 
school a;vstems. It ie up to the oltiaena to make sure 
tl3at tbeir eohool boards are ooJQoae4 of mea 8.1ld women of 
adequte etuoational baokgroua4s and who have a genuine 
interest in children and their needs. Yet, after the school 
boards are eleoted, oit1aens 1 committees mast remaiD strong 
-
b7 working on school projects ant studying further the 
educational needs of the oommunit;v. !his appeal for more 
civic action for hatter schools is only a continuatio~ of 
the theme of msn7 magazine artioles on education: l.e., the 
schools are onl7 aa good aa the pu'blie makes them. 
1. Cooperation Between !&rents and Teachers 
Oo,tperatiog in uuoati,oa!J.·cjb-itottves;-- A aeoon4 theme 
of articles written on the relationship of parents to the 
school program is cooperation between parents and teachers. 
J'or the beat results in educating the individual child it 
is felt that parents and teachers should understand each 
other's o)jeotivea. As both parents and teachers can play 
-
the most important roles in helping the child to form 
he&lth7 attitudes, it is ~ustl7 neoesaar,v that they 
~ cooperate. !here is also a aeel for parents to understan4 
j7.1irrr J. liiaon •To~eat 8ohool Job in the Country,• a!S!az~ttnigs Posl (Ootober '· 1950), 22Z:29, 184:-186. 
I! 
the basic policiea o~ their eh1llrena1 schools. 
~ 
Barl J. MCGrath, u. e. O~ssioner of Education, 
writing 1a larente' J!gas1ne cites the lack of 
communication between parents aad teachers today. The 
report ca~ is usually the only contact the parent has with 
the sohoola. He feels tbat it ia tmportant for the child's 
welfare that the teacher know about his life outside of 
school. Ia eeme cities, Commissioner 14Grath reports, 
schools are inaugurating pre-aohool visiting days and parent 
1nte"iew days ill order to elimil:aate this problem. Jlairfield, i: 
Connecticut, issues a -.aandbook for Parents• which states 
the philosopbJ of the sohoola' taoulties and gives information :i 
about the aims and aotivitiea of the aohools. Commissioner 
MCGrath concludes, •!bare ie no better laborator.r than the 
school itself to give parenta the feel of modern education 
which ~ be so !Jfferent from their awn of just a 
generation ago.• 
President George D. Sto4da~, University of Illinois, 
writes in Ladiet 1 Home JOU{Dal, •It is, 1n the main, 
the achool'a function to further the child's intellectual 
development: it is the home's function to provide the 
I/lat.l J. loGrath, •Parents and !eaohers as Partners,• 
Yarenta• Kas_.ine (Jovember, 1949), 24:26. 
!/Ibit. ~ P• 26. 
3/George D. Stoddard, •Homework for Parents,• Ladies• Home 
7ournal (May, 1948), 65:66, 127-129, 131. 
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child wit~ouad moral attitudes and a health7 disposition 
to learn. It is then, he feels, the dut7 of parents to 
~ foster a spirit of intellectual curioait7 in their children 
through •reasonable• approaches to life situations. As 
important, President Stoddard also states, is the 
strengthening of a child's seoaritJ through mutual family 
experiences and through the recognition of privileges and 
responsibilities that are his aa a part of that group. 
Parent-!eaoher conferences.-- An article appearing in !I . 
Better Romas and Gardens informs parents what matters 
they should discuss with teachers. It is felt that teachers 
should know about any physical defects or weaknesses a child 
has that might require consideration, as well as any 
emotional disturbances or behavior traits that seem 
important. If a teacher knows about special talents a 
child bas she may be able to develop them in individual or 
group work. Parents are also urged to make appointments 
after school with teachers to discuss poor report cards or 
need for axtra homework. 
Parentg' relationship w1t9 children's schoolwork.-- In 
another article in Better Homes and Gardens the writer 
Jan Barlowe states, •I•m convinced after many years of 
l/X)\4., P• 26. 
2/Barbara Gunn, -when You Should ~alk to the Teacher,• 
lfetter Homes apd Ga&4ena (September, 1950), 29:136, 140, 226. 
II 
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administrative vork in elementary schools, that children n!Jd 
their parents' help 1n order to make a success of school.• 
She tells parents to aid their children by getting to know 
teachers aDd principals, by takiag an interest in school 
projects, and by joining P!A. ~re personally, she recommends i' 
cl«mping down on too much outside activity, enforcing good 
health habits, and keeping domestic problems from the child. 
In pareat-teaoher relationships Brio w. Johnson, school 
- ~ 
a4min1strator, urges parents in Parents' Magazine not to 
criticise teachers before children, to be frank and brief in 
their conferences with teachers, and above 811 not to expect 
school to be the same aa when the7 attended. 
!} 
Writers in Look feel this problem of parents' not 
understanding new concepts of education must be solved in 
ordel" that parents tbemaelves can learn better ways of helping jl! 
their children. However, Xdith Stern 1n Redbook writes that 
if parents should not try to anticipate schoolteaching. She 
·. l/Jau. Lriowe •nat the !eaoher Will lever ~ell You," Better 
: l9mes yd Gaidee-! (October, 1951)• 3!:28, 30, 237. 
d . . ~ ·-
;j 1/Erio W. Johnson, "!he Xind of Parents !eaohers Like, • 
. ·-Yarap'fi! 1 ~&sasine (September, 1950), 25:160. 
!/ .. r,r ~nd lawrence x. ~rank, -How to Help Your Child in 
School,• Look (Septanber 25, 1951), 15:116, 118, 120~121. 
, ~l41t;h )(. Stern, •can Talk Oure Delinquency?,• Woman's Home 
·. cUgpiop (June, 1950}, 77z4, 6. 
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feels that they should inate-' initiate in their children 
traits of self-reliance, health7 habits, and the abilitJ to 
~ get along in a group. 
~lao dealing with parents• personal relationships with 
children's schooling, Ruth Straag, prominent educator and 
professor od education, Teachers College, Columbia, discusses y 
parent response to report car4a. Dr. Strang writes, "!be 
way your boy or girl feels about his report card, and its 
effect on his personality and future, depends largely upon y 
you.• She describes the best method of responding to a 
-poor report card as that of encouraging the child to think 
through the situation himself b7 determining what he likes 
and dislikes about school, why he receiTed failing marks, and 
how he could haTe done batter. 
Parents are told to learn the meaning of school marks 
and grades from the school. Dr. Strang further urges parents 
to tr.y to see a report card from the stUdent's Tiewpoint. 
Concluding, she states, •If your boy or girl knows that you 
.. 
love him and understand his limitations, he will want to 
!I keep your affection by working up to his full ability.• 
!JBilh=strang, "What a Report Card Reall7 Means,• 
iAJ!!L!Qd Gardens (October, 19~9), 28:202-205. 
!/Ibid •• }h 202. 
!/Ib14., P• 205. 
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An interesting article on Jarent cooperation with the iJ 
schools ia found in Reader''& Pmst. Andre lPontaine tells 
bow parents and other adults have been used in school classes 
to disouaa their experiences, TOoations. and hobbies with the 
atulents. Parents of foreiga origin have added immeasurably 
in giving descriptions of their native lands to geography 
pupils. Others aid 1n family relations courses. !be 
benefits of auoh participation are described as being as 
' varied as the people involved in it. 
Parent spJ.dance s;roupa. -- A rewarding method of 
1'1 
I' t 
., 
parent-school relationallip is :rr eported in another article b7 jl 
!I 1: il Uith Stem in Womau'a llome Copuion. Jlias Ster:n describes il 
., 
a system in wbich mothers of eh114ren with Behavior problema j' 
are asked to meet together With a pa;vchiatrist social worker 
to discuss their mutual proble... !brough these diaouasions 
mothers come to the realisation that tbe;v have had a profoUDd 
effect on oausirlg their ohildrea to act as the;v do. This type , 
of group tlserap;v helps motbers to a4m1t their wealtDeases and 
to seek advice from the psychiatrist or to resolve solutions 
to individual and grouJ proalema through a pooliDg of the 
combined group's opinions. 
-1 !/14ith L Stem, •can !~lk Cure :OelinquenoJ?, • Wo.~DaD's llome 
: 00!p!!!10D (Juzae, 1950) t 7'1:4, 6. 
il 
I' d, 
Suma&!l•-- !be trend ~art better cooperation between 
pareDta and schools as reportel in popular magasiues is 
given good ooYerage in compariaoa with other seeminglJ more 
importust matters of education. It is noticeable that moat 
of the articles are writtea b7 promiDeat educators, school 
administrators, aDl frequeat feature writers on education. 
!be7 all seem in general a,reemeut that the partnership of 
pareuta and teachers and that the understanding •1 parents 
of their childrea's school programs are essential to the 
beat e4uoational systems. 
z. Aclul 'l aucatioD 
A third ~eme 1u thoae mag.-inee diaouasing the role 
· of pareuta and other adults 1a the educational life of the 
oommun1t7 is that of adult eduoation. Reasons for 1Dclusion 
of such a prograa in the pUblic school system are given as 
well as descriptions of courses that are offered 1D alread7 
operating adult schools. 
B~ed for adult ed)Oatioa.~- ~o We Beet Adult Bduoationt• 
an article in the 1~ aeries on education 1D Ladies' Home y 
Jouraal, attempts to set forth the reaaous for adult 
education programs. !be author describes some of the factors 
in our type of civilisation that demand educational 
l./Itjiil&ii BJ7aoa, "DQ We Iee4 Adult :lclucation?". Ladies• Bome 
7:o;umal (hl;v, 194t8), 66:40, lZ2, 134. 
II 
" ,I ,. ,, 
opportuaities for citizeaa past school-age. ~or example, be 
writes that there are more illiterates in our countr, than 
recipients of bachelor of arts degrees. !be average American 
parent is also said to have had four years' less education 
than his Cbil4 is receiving. !he evidence that shorter 
workdays, pension systems, aDd earlier retirements are giTing 
us new leisure time also renews the need for further 
education. 
!I ~· aoope of adult etuoation.-- In Woman's Dar 
Henrietta Rippe~ger reports the progress of cities which 
bave turned over the schools in afterhours to people of all 
ages who wish to work, atu4J, o~ pla7. so.- of the 
facilities used are workshops, studios, stages, sewing rooms, 
kitchens, laboratories, and recreation rooms. fhe results 
of their activities have been the acquisition of usefUl 
skills in household maintenance; a growth in friendliness and 
cooperation; a release from teasion; and an increase of the 
enjoyment of art, music, and drama. 
!Wo other artiol!L report the work of adult •opportunity• 
soboola. In Coronet M&telJD Wood describes the thirty-four 
:rear-old Bm.il7 Griffith 8ohool operate4. by the City of Denver, " 
Colorado. Though there is a great diversity of course 
offerings, most classes are tiel 4irectlJ to the neets of 
II 
1\ ,, 
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industrJ", new courses being initiated b.J' local demand. There 
are no entrance requirements a~l no tuition. 
Similarl;v, the ~portuni~l School of South Carolina is 
operated by the State to give local residents education and 
individual tral/ing that the7 need for effective living. 
The Ooll!et's article, •she Spells Opportunity with 
~ . 
Three R' e, • tells of the until'ing work of llias Wil Lou Gra;v 
·~ .. 
to educate her fellaw~oitisena. !be emphasis in this school 
is concentrated on teaching reading, writing, and basic 
citizenship. llaDJ of JUsa GraJ' s students have auooeeded 
in college after graduation from her school. 
S!J!!!!rz·-- The emphasis on adult eduo-.tion 1:n magasines 
is not limited to one currioulua. Course offerings seem to 
be as varied as the personal iaterests and needs of each 
individual stll4ent. ftoup this is a auaject that has had 
little coverage b7 magasines, it is one for which there 
should 'be more appeals for prompt institution. If:the 
concept of education is to ae one o~ continuous growth, it 
follows that adults should not think their minds are satisfied 
after their fo:rmal aohoolil'lg 1a· finished. 
Oong*uiiBS Spmearz.~- !be writer feels that the 
treatment of the role of pareats in education b;v popular 
magasinea is, except for the concentration of relevant 
articles in a few pUblication, Ter.J satiafJing. The place of 
111illlam I. &erson, Jr. • •she Spells OpportunitJ with 
. !hree B'a,• Collier's (March 29, 1952), 129:28-29, 49-61. 
i. 
\i !I 
" 
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the parent in relation to aohools ia redefined to include 
aotive group participation 1D obtaining better schools and 
electing interested and co~etent men and women to boards 
of etuoation. Authoritative writers exhort parents also 
to cooperate with teachers iD giving tneir children the 
fullest kind of education. ~her. parents and other 
adults are urged to continue their education through adult 
programs offered publicl7 in the schools. 
,i 
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CHAPTER V 
THE TREATMENT OF MISaJLLANEOUS EDUCATIONAL MATTERS 
Introduction.-- Several .abjects pertaining to 
education are treated somewhat extensivelJ in popular 
magazines and Jet are separate from the larger topics 
alreadJ discussed. Student'& homework and school textbooks 
are a matter of some concern. MAD7 writers feel that schools 
should be more interested in the health of pupils and its 
effect upon their schoolwork. A few articles are written 
a)out transportation of students to and from school. Others 
argue the pros and cons of federal aid to education. 
y 
Habits of studz.-- A. Better Homes and Gardena 
1. lloaework 
article tells parents bow to help their children to become 
interested in their homework. !he author urges parents to 
talk with their children about their studies, to provide 
them with comfortable, well-lighted stu4J areas, and to 
help regulate good studJ habits as to routine and time. 
Also encouraging parents to develop good stud7 habits in 
their children, Josephine Felts in MCCall's advises them 
iJo. Howard Smith, ~omework--Kow to Keep It from Being a 
1
, !'eataohe,• .Better Homes and Gart.ena (September, 1950), 
i\ 29:160. 
\l 
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not to do their children's homework. 
Leese!}ng importance of homework.-- In a Collier's 
editorial parents and educators are told not to be 
disturbed over the fact that students are doing lees 
studying today. Collier's believes that many of a student's 
distractions from homework are beneficial in giving him a 
broader education outside of the academic disciplines. 
Arguments against homework.-- TWo other articles 
advise parents, especially, to eliminate homework and to 
put supervised study in the classroom in its place. Donald 
w. Berger, a parent and teacher, states his opposition to 
!] 
homework in Parents' M&gaaine. He believes that homework 
is not necessary if the schools provide stimulating classroom :i 
experiences and give individual attention in developing 
skills. Homework that is only •busywork" or repetition of 
classroom work, Kr. Berger states, does not encourage good 
work habits. However, the author feels that some students 
who are having trouble with their schoolwork may need 
additional studying at home. 
In another article stating the arguments against 
osephine Boyes Felts, ttHomework is for Children," )(cCall' s 
November, 1951), 79:124, 127-128. 
~·Boy Studying,• Collier's (January 28, 1950), 125:82. 
~Donald W. Berger, ni'm Against Homework,a Parents' 
»&sasine (April, 1948), 25:15, 135-136. 
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homework, Amy Selwyn in Reader's Digest explains how 
new theories of learning exclude the necessity for 
repetitious types of homework. Previously, she writes, 
educators thought that we laarn by reading and re-reading. 
Bow, modern educators think we learn by participation in 
groups and by talking about lessons. Miss Selwyn further 
states that children would not develop a resentment to 
studying and learning if they were not required to spend 
their leisure time in such a pursuit. She advocates 
supervised study in place of homework. 
Both abe and Mr. Berger believe that.it is only 
because of parents that homework has not been eliminated. 
It is apparent from all these articles that the role of 
homework in the education process mnst be reevaluated. 
Recognizing the power of parents in creating school 
policies, writers are asking for parents to bring about 
changes that educators feel are for the best advantage of 
schoolchildren. 
2. Textbooks 
Beed ~or better te~tbooka.-- Although the subject of 
textbooks is treated in maD7 articles on the needs of 
I better schools, there are few that deal with it specifically, 
lj ~~ Selwyq, •Bo Kore Homework,• Reader's Di~ea~ (September, I 961 , 59:146-146. !his Week M!gaaine (lay 1 • I951). 
~±==-=-=-- -- -"'~'"'""===-==-c·-y 
Collier's explains the magnitude of the textbook 
industry. Its article by Craig Thompson also tells of 
the graft that is sometimes involved in selecting school 
texts. Citing the criteria for textbooks established by 
Herold o. Hunt, superintendent of Chicago Schools, Mr. 
~ompson states that texts should satisfactorily meet the 
needs of the students, that the material in them should 
be organised to facilitate the teaching process, and that 
they should present a •wholesome picture of the American 
way of life in our democracy.• 
To eliminate the opportunity for graft in selecting 
texts, Mr. !hompson recommends the Chicago multiple-
adoption system under which teachers as well as 
administrators choose the books to be used by students, 
Suoh a policy is also advocated in Redbook1 s article by y 
J• Robert Koskin. Hr. MDskin is primarily interested in 
giving children the advantage of new texts. In: too many 
school systems, he believes, students are expected to study 
from out-of-date books. 
Summa;y.-- As another matter of school policy, the 
selection of textbooks is being presented to readers as a 
i/draig !bompson, •How Are Your Chi1d1 s Textbooks Selected?,• 
~allier's (Bovember 18, 1950)• 126:22-23, 74-76. 
~ !/J. Robert Koskin, •o Is for Obsolete,• Redbook (September, 
1950), 95:28-29. 
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pressing problem. Both Kr. Koskin and Kr. Thompson feel 
that the advantages of new texts to students are greater 
than the cost of the books to the taxpayers. Of like 
importance is the way booka are selected. Both agree that 
more than one person should make the final decisions as 
to what books are most necessary. It is noticeable that 
there are few attacks on recent textbooks as being subversive. 
3. The Relation of Health to Jducation 
Defective eyesight.-- In the for.m of botb criticisms 
of public education and proposals for more effective 
learning are the articles 1D magazines on health and its 
relation to the schools. In a rev~ing article on this 
subject in Woman's Rome Companion, Albert Q. Maisel 
reports the work of Peoria, Illinois schools in 
'I \ correcting the eyesight of their students. 
ll survey found that thousands of children had learning 
A Peoria 
I 
I 
If 
,I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
difficulties because of poor eyesight. Previously Peoria 
schoolchildren had been tested With the standard Snellen-
type eye charts that measure eyesight at twenty feet. 
The Peoria children had trouble reading fourteen inches 
away or ordinary reading distance. Kr. Maisel cites 
~Albert Q. Maisel, -what Is School Doing to Your Child's ~.sightt,• Woman's Home Ooepanion (January, 1950), 77:40-41, 
91-92. 
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examples of the remarkable ~rovement of students whose 
eyesight has been corrected. 
Hearing defeots.--In another article, Mr. Maisel y 
writes about a health survey in S~ymour, Texas schools. 
According to this r·eport, the autbor writes, seven out 
of ten children were foupd to have some phyeioa1 defect, 
in a1moet every case the defects of an audio or visual 
nature. After correction of the defects there has also 
been a remarkable improvement in schoolwork. Saturday 
!I Evening Post describes the work with hard-of-hearing 
children by the Bew York League for the Hard of Hearing. 
With hearing aids children are now able to participate 
in schoolwork and to overcome speech defects that were 
caused by their inabilities to hear. 
!/ Womag•s Home Oompapios presents an attack on 
school health examinations. !be author, Patricia Lochridge, 
writes that these examinations are often ineffectual and 
only lead to a false sense of security in the parents that 
their children are physically well. Sbe advocates at least 
four examinations throughout a pupil's schooling. She 
further feels that parents should accompany their children 
i7Albert Q. l&!sel, •760 Children Saved,• ~Call's 
tJ'anuary, 19~0) • 77:22·25, 71-'13. . 
!/Joe Alex Korris, •Boy!. I Oan Rear low • • Saturdal Evening 
Post (September 3• 1949), 282:17-19, 96~98~ 
3 Patricia Lochridge, "Condemned to leglect," Woman's 
.....,........,......, ...... --.-...- (April, 1949) • 76:34:-35• 126• 130. 
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:', d~ing these check-ups to give doctors accurate medical 
't ,, 
" 
histories of their children. A program to stop tooth 
decay should also be included in a school health plan, 
she believes. In all she states, the school should be the 
I' place to develop sound bodiea and minds through physical 
li exams and the teaching of good health habits. 
il !I !I 
I, I q 
In a short article in Betttr Homes and Gardens 
parents are advised to keep their children out of school for 
tbe protection of others when signs of colds or other types 
;· 
1! of illnesses appear. 
L 
!! S!!!!FJ·-- MDat of the articles in this group show 
plainly the relation of physical defects to schoolwork. 
is for this reason that writers feel it is the duty of 
It 
school systems to check children's health. Although it means 
ji, more work for teachers and administrators as well as 
additional school doctors and nurses, it is vitally necessary 
;: 
\I ii that children be given the greatest advantages for learning, 
i! 
n 
,, 
t: 
I! 
It is surprising to this writer, that, despite the urgency 
of this message, there are only a few articles on the sub~ect. 
4. School Safety Programs 
School busses.-- A aub~act with perhaps little relevance 
to education and ret extremely important to schoolchildren is 
~ the matter of transportation to and from school. Alice Lake 
II 
'I 
1\ ylllth :U:. Stoner 1 •school Oan Wait. • Better Homes and Garde us 
,. TOotober, 1949), ~8:17, 107, 
1\ 
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in McCall's tells parents interested in their children's 
welfare to check the competency of the schoolbus driver, the 
road over which the bus travela!Jand the vehicle itself. A 
Wo~'s Rome Companion article is more specifically inter-
ested in the competence of the bus driver. She cites the 
example of the state of West Virginia which requires of their 
drivers physical exams, blood tests, and written and road 
tests. A way to solve the problem of getting fit drivers at 
little expense is described. In some states this is done 
by using student drivers. !hq are usually more physically 
fi~ ani have fewer accidents than adult bus drivers. 
School traffic.-- A proposal for meeting the problem of 
l\ accidents incurred by childrell walk~g to and from school is 
given in another com;anion article. The authors advocate 
the use of women traffic officers whose sole duty is 
ensuring the safety of schoolchildren at traffic inter-
sections. Women are preferred to student safety patrols 
because of their greater ability in making quick decisions. 
In cities where women have been given this responsibility, 
the authors write, there have been no children killed or 
injured at school crossings. 
i1llice take, *Row Safe Is Your School Bus?.• McCall's 
TMarch, 19491, 76:8, 89, 92. 
,, 2/Jl.urray ~. Bloom, •The llan Who Drives Your Child to School. • 
Woman's Home Companion (September, 1951), 78:44, 104, 112, 
12o. 
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5. Federal Aid to Education 
Arguments for federal aii.-- The concept of American 
"' education bas traditionally been one of local interest and 
support. However, as tbe need for more schools bas arisen 
there bas been a growing concern for financial support from y 
the federal government. Parents' Magazine presents the 
arguments for federal aid in an article by its publisher, 
George ~. Heoht, also chairman of the American Parents 
Committee. Mr. Hecht describes the crisis in schools today 
caused by the number of unsafe buildings and the need for 
!1 more scboolbuildings to house the millions of war-babies that 
are reaching the schools. The teacher shortage also must 
,, 
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be dealt with as an economic problem. The states hardest 
bit and in greatest need of financial support, Mr. Hecht 
believes, are the Southern states. 
The main argument for federal aid, according to Mr. 
Hecht, is to equalize educational opportunities throughout 
?:.! 
the United States. In a Saturday Evening Post article, 
H 
'· which explains why federal aid to schools is gaining support, 
the authors, Henry and Katharine Pringle, report that 
!.: educators are convinced that the waste of our intellectual 
'I 
!1 
·, 
resources can be avoided onlr through federal funds. The 
,, 
q 
i! !/George l. Recht, •aur Desperate Beed for Kore Schools," 
il Parent•• Magazine (September, 1948), 23:40-41, 152. 
~~ !/Henry F. and Katharine Pringle, "What about Federal Aid for 
!! Schools?,• Saturday Evening Post (April 16, 1949), 221;32-33, 
d 149-151. 
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authors also present Kr. Heoht's argument for equalized 
educational opportunities. !hey stat.e that the reason why 
education can no longer be viewed as a local problem is 
because of the inequalities of wealth in different sections 
of the country. 
In a sY,mposium on the federal aid question, Country y 
Gentleman presents a former teacher's arguments for 
federal funds for education. Besides similar reasons given 
by Mr. Hecht, Isadore Schwartz states that education is a 
national problem because of the migration of people from one 
state to another. T.bis means that those given poor 
educations in some sections of this country later assume 
:: reaponsibili ties in more prosperous sections. Jlor this 
!. 
!I 
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reason, W.ss Scbwartz believes that wealth should be taxed 
where it is and children should be educated where theJ are. 
Jlederal control of education.-- Another issue that the 
proposals for fader~ aid to education presents is how shall 
federal funds be allotted. Kr. Hecht does not believe that 
the use of federal fUnds for schools will lead to federal y 
control of education. However, in a Life editorial, the 
editors agree with proposals of Senator Robert A. Taft of 
Ohio, that the federal government should not dictate to 
i'l1s8dore Brothers Schwartz, -JhJ I Am for Federal Aid to 
Eduoation,u Country Gentle~ (April, 1950), 120:153, 179. 
Y"Schools and Statism,• Life (August 8, 1949), 27:24. 
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separate states how federal funds should be used. Federal 
dictation, the editors believe, would lead to federal 
centralism. A Olllier's editorial also has qualms about 
federal control. Yet, despite their arguments the editors 
feel there is no other way out of the present educational 
crises than generous federal grants-in-aid to· needy sections 
of the country. 
!he Country Gentleman article against!?ederal aid is by 
a schoolboard member, Bess Short lewoomer. She believes 
there is no need for federal funds if looal groups realize 
they must be taxed more heavily for better schools and if 
state departments of education face their local problems 
better. !here will be a loss of individual initiative, she 
claims, if people become dependent on national funds for 
education. 
' y 
In an editorial appearinr in Saturday Evening Post 
several months after the article by the Pringles, the 
editors take issue with the figures that advocates of 
federal aid are using to reinforce their argument. !he claim 
by the Jlational Education Association that 4,000,000 
i/80ollier1a Believes ••• in Federal Cash for Schools," ~ollier'a (March 13, 1948), 121:90. 
!/Besa Short Bewoomer, "Why I Am Against Federal Aid to 
~ Education,• Country Gentleman (April• 1960), 120:163, 179. 
q 3/"Education-Bill Supporters Uae Some Q.ueer Figures,• 
It !'aturdaz Evening Post (.July 30, 1949), 221:10-11. 
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children between the ages of five and seventeen attend no 
school is believed to be exaggerated. The editors state 
that it is possible to make a oase for federal aid for poor 
states; however, they atate also that supporters of the 
education bill belittle the progress that •backward• states 
have made in recent years. y 
Public opinion.-- Womap'a Home Companion in a poll of 
its readers to find their positions on the issue of federal 
aid, reports that ninety per cent of those that expressed 
their opinions favored federal aid. The women gave the need 
i! for equalised educational opportunities and for better 
d 
i 
schools for the South as their main reasons. The ten per 
oent that objected to the proposal wrote that they did not 
want the federal government to have •fingers in more pies,• 
and that the country was alread;y too socialized. Less than 
one-tenth of the ninety per cent that favored federal aid 
wished to have federal control of education also. 
1\ Summarz.-- Although the problem of federal aid to 
education is not treated in all the popular magazines 
surveyed, it is apparent that the general impression is that 
because of the glaring inequalities in educational offerings 
among the separate states and the inability of the wealthier 
states to build needed schoolhouses, financial support must 
o our Schools Baed Relpt,• Woman's Home Companion 
October, 1948), 76:7. 
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oome from the federal goverument. It is obvious that some 
feel it is necessary despite their decided misgivings about 
the extension of the spherea of centralism. All the artio~s 
mentioned above were published in a period of ten months. 
There is a noticeable absence of material on federal aid 
since July, 1949. 
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OHAPTD VI 
THE JIDUOATIONAL POLIOY OF INDIVIDUAL MAGAZINES 
Ketbod of evaluation.-- Aa bas been evident throughout 
this survey of the treatment of education by the popular 
magazines, there bas been no one general practice of the 
combined publishers or editorial boards as to the emphasis 
on educational matters. Kagaaines have differed as to the 
DUmber of articles they print on education, the variety of 
topics covered, the professional ability of their writers, 
and the subJective viewpoints taken. In evaluating the 
individual magazines, this writer is not establishing any 
criteria upon which to Judge them, but rather is determining 
their positions on education in relation to each other. 
American Lesion Kasazine.-~ Only three articles from 
this magaaina over a period of four years deal with public 
school education. One concerns United States history, 
which the author believes ia not being taught correctly in 
the schools. Another praises a school that teaches 
Americanism. !he other discusses the danger of Communist 
teachers to schoolchildren. lo one of the writers is a 
prominent educator. ~e author of the attack on the teaching 
of history is very subjective in his presentation. Many 
of his statements are open to question. 
93 
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!be American Magazine.-- Only six articles on public 
education appear in this magasine. Compared to other 
publications of the Crowell-Collier Publishing Company it 
has far fewer education articles than Woman's Rome Companion 
and about the same number as Collier's. ~our of the 
articles appear in a period from August 1951 to Kay 1952. 
One article concerns a yardstick for schools based on modern 
concepts of education. Another offers constructive 
proposals for religious education. Others report vocational 
guidance programs, interest-centered clasawork, and the work 
of an important layeducator. The first article is by an 
educator; the second by a prominent educator-clergyman. 
The others are by the magazine's staff. !be first article 
favors modern methods of education; the second lays stress 
on spiritual values in the schools. !be other articles 
are of an objective style of Journalism. 
Better Homes and Gardens.-- At least seven articles 
on public education appear in this magazine during the 
surveyed period. !be topics covered include parent-teacher 
relationships, homework, sex education, IQ tests, student 
health, and report cards. Of the articles, one is by a 
school administrator and another by a prominent woman 
educator. The most subjective article is against too much 
sex education in the schools. 
Collier's.-- ~his magazine, also published by Crowell-
i: Collier, has very few articles on public school education 
94 
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considering its weekly publication. Two articles are 
printed on modern schoolbuildings; one on the classroom 
crisis. Other topics treated are fire-trap schools. adult 
education. texts, homework. and vocational training. One 
\i article is by two educational researchers; several are 
;· 
editorials. Collier's makes few positive stands on 
educational policy. 
Coronet.-- Although this magazine has many articles 
on privata education, it has very few on public school 
education. It considers sex education. school health, 
adult education, and the work of a prominent educator. No 
article by an educator is printed. Except for the article 
favoring sex education, the articles are objective in 
treatment. 
Cosmopolitan.-- Bo articles from this Hearst magazine 
were used in this survey. !rbosa articles on education that 
i· did appear were on private schools and colleges. 
,, 
'I 1. 
' 
;: 
Count;y Gentleman.-- This magazine has printed at 
least six articles on public education during the period 
surveyed. These articles include such miscellaneous 
subjects as kindergartens, schoolbus drivers, vocational 
training, health, integration of country schools, and the 
pros and cons of federal aid to education. A former teacher 
,, 
;: and a schoolboard member write, respectively, on the 
arguments for and against federal aid. Except for the 
n latter symposium, all arti~les are objective in nature. 
li 
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Good Housekeeping.-- Another Hearst publication. this 
magazine along with Cosmopolitan has few articles on 
education. Besides four articles on small colleges there 
s.re two articles on modern elementary school methods, one 
on music education, and the other, an extensive coverage of 
the need of high schools to offer courses which will be 
more helpful to the majority of students. These latter 
articles are written by regular feature writers for Good 
Housekeeping except for the discussion of high school 
students• needs which is written by a frequent writer on 
education for many magazines. !he articles on methods 
are descriptive in nature. while the articles on music 
education and high schools offer constructive proposals 
for better education for schoolchildren. 
Ladies' Home Journal.-- OTer 25 articles on public 
education appear in this magazine. T.he extent of the 
coverage of educational matters is perhaps the greatest 
of any of the popular magazines. Articles discuss the 
following subjects: goals of education. the need for more 
schools. teachers, •drop-out• problems, vocational training 
-
and counseling, guidance. field trips, sex education, 
religious education, school politics, school parents, 
and adult education. 
In 1948, the Journal printed a series of articles on 
education by prominent educators. During the period 
surveyed there have continuously been descriptive articles 
96 
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of school programs throughout the country, by the public 
affairs department of the magaaine. The editor of this 
department has included editorials with each of these 
objective reports. A regular writer for the magazine, a 
prominent woman columnist, has also dealt with education 
in her column. !be viewpoint of the columnist is for more 
emphasis on knowledge in education, while the writing of 
the public affaire editor is usually for educational 
changes that emphasize more practical courses for •effecti ve 
living.• Educators provide yardsticks for evaluating 
schools along modern eduoatioD&l policies. 
Lite.-- !be number of articles on public school 
education in this magaaine is greatly increased by the 
special education issue published in 1950. Otherwise, the 
space devoted to educational matters is small. Life reports 
about educational television, sex fi1ms, civic action for 
better schools, school politics, a specific school's 
activities, and education week. An editorial on federal 
control of education is also printed. In its special issue 
Life deals With the accomplishments of American education, 
an attack on the methods and philosophy of recent education, 
teachers' colleges, the concept of the educated man, civic 
action for better schools, and a public opinion survey on 
the schools. In this issue there are also reports of school 
activities and problems in America. 
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Except for its special issue Life's educational 
articles are written by unsigned staff members. Its 
opinionated articles in the 1950 issue are by prominent 
educators and laypeople. !bis issue contains a good 
balance of educational views. Other educational articles 
in Life are straight reporting. Its editorial on federal 
aid is opposed to federal control of funds for education. 
Look.-- For a weekly publication there are 
comparatively few articles on education in this magasine. 
Of the eight articles that appear, two deal with sex 
!i education, while the others discuss parents' relationships 
to their children's schoolwork, school politics, the 
teacher shortage, and health and recreational facilities 
at school. Their writers include a former u. s. 
Commissioner of Education and a dean of a school of 
education. !he sex education articles argue the pros and 
cons of that controversial issue. Other articles advocate 
less political control over education and stricter 
requirements for teaching in order to ensure a more secure 
and more competent profession. !be remaining articles are 
objective reports. 
KcOall's.-- !bare are at least 12 articles on education 
in this magazine, during the surveyed period. !he range of 
~ topics includes: civic interest in teachers, "shut-in" 
schoolchildren, sex education, schools aDd politics, health, 
busses, modern achool equipment, homework, and an 
expose1 of opponents of public education. Four of the 
articles are by frequent educational writers. The symposium 
on sex education is by a prominent Catholic laywoman and a 
professor at Teachers' Cdllege, Columbia, who, respectively, 
oppose and favor sex instruction in the public schools. 
Except for the article charging political undertones in the 
federal lunch program, the articles are largely objective. 
Parents' Magazine.-- Since this magazine is devoted 
•.. 
to better child welfare there is a great overlapping of 
articles that are on child care and also on educational 
matters. Of those articles that are devoted to education 
there is a wide scattering of topics. Writers deal with 
classroom crises, fire-trap schools, visual aids, invalid 
schoolchildren, driver education, curriculum revisions, 
physchological tests, parent-teacher cooperation, homework, 
and federal funds for education. Parents' has published 
articles by the present u. s. Commissioner of Education, 
members of the American Parents Committee, the executive 
secretary of NEA, and a few school teachers. Their 
articles have advocated better parent-teacher cooperation, 
the alleviation of the classroom shortage, federal aid for 
education, and the elimination of traditional homework. 
Reader's Digest.-- Over 2~ articles on public school 
education appear in this magazine. These deal with the 
following subjects: modern school equipment, teachers, 
99 
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socialism in the classroom, methods, flaws in public 
education, the aooo~lishmeDts of Amerioan education, 
curriculum revisions, sex education, religious education, 
parent cooperation with the schools, modern educational 
practices, homework, school politics, and the role of 
students 1n Americaa schools. 
Because of the policy of the Disest in condensing 
articles found in other publications, it is interesting to 
note that the majority of articles on education first 
appeared in the magazines reviewed 1n this survey. Only three 
articles were condensed from educational magazines and 
journals. ~our articles appear exclusively in the Disest. 
For the most part, those articles chosen were hy prominent 
educators, and frequent writers on education. In most oases 
there is a good balance betweea articles sharing different 
viewpoints on educational matters. The pros and cons of 
religious education 1n the schools appear 1n two issues. 
However. the Digest's attack on social studies classes for 
~-
socialiatic bias is hardly compensated by the next month's 
article which shows the value of such courses. The first 
article is filled with too man7 misleading statements and 
half-truths for it to be objectively accepted as a picture 
of the aims of leaders in the social studies field. Other 
articles ~avor a reevaluation of the need for traditional 
I! ~~ homework and oppose the instruction of sex information in 
;! 
~ ~ 
the pUblio schools. 
II .;·.~-~.:..:.ft~..:~--~·· '--~-~ ----- --- -------- ----
Redbook.-- Another publication of MCCall Corporation, 
this magazine has printed at least ll articles on education 
"' during the surveyed period. Several articles deal with the· 
need :for education. Others discuss parent organizations for 
better schools, sex education, the teacher shortage, 
progressive education, textbooks, and the duries of parents 
preparing their children for aehool. Although no educators 
write for this maguine, moat of the articles are by 
frequent writers on education either for Redbook or other 
popul.ar magasinee. One article shows the advantages of 
progressive education over more traditional educational 
methods and policies. Another article advocates modern 
textbooks for schoolchildren. An editorial stresses better 
li appreciation of teachers as one method of solving the 
II 
1: 
:: teacher shortage. 
I 
Saturday Evening :Post.-- !his magazine has a great 
4 
many articles and editorials on education, over 25 of which 
are on public school education. T.he Post deals with the 
-
following subJects: field trips, geography courses, school 
I ;: discipline. the need :!or currioullUil revision, the treatment 
of Communist teachers, progressive education, PTA, school 
politics. school health programs, federal aid to education, 
teachers, remote country schools. trade aohools. the mentally 
gifted, and school camps. ~ew of the articles printed are 
by educators; most of the articles are either by frequent 
writers on education or are editorials. 
:10:1. 
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It is difficult to ascertain the Post's position on 
education because of the variance between articles and 
editorials. Articles describing school programs are seldom 
ob3ective. Articles answer the attacks on modern schools 
and present somewhat hesitantly the case for federal aid to 
education. However, editorials attack progressive education 
and challenge lEA's f~res on the number of children not 
being educated today. !be treatment of education by the 
Post, can not be compared favorably with its companion 
Curtis Publishing OompanJ magasine, Ladies' Home Journal, 
because of its lack of objectivity and its inconsistency of 
policy. Also in variance with the Journal, the Post is not 
thorough in its presentation of educational changes. It is 
also more traditional in its approach to education, whereas 
the JOU%nal is, for the most part, progressive. 
Womap's D!i•-- !here appear only about five articles 
on education in this popular magasine. fhese deal with the 
need for modern aohool equipment, the •drop-out• proble~ 
adult education, driver education in tbe schools, and a 
local PTA. Bo articles are written by educators; several 
are by the same author. !be writers advocate the use of 
modern sohool equipment and the initiation of driver 
education courses in the school curriculum. The other 
,, articles, although obj active in treatment, show an approval 
I! 
;: of adult education, curriculum revisions, and parent-
i\ 
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teacher organisations. 
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at least 20 articles on public aohool education during the 
period surveyed. !he subjects dealt with are, as follows: 
il the crisis in schoolbuildings, teacher education, tenure, 
i! 
field trips, •drop-outs,• courses in practical living, 
psychological tests, mental guidance, parent guidance, 
health. federal aid to education, methods of teaching, 
school safety, and parent-teacher cooperation. 
Although none of the articles are by educators, the 
,, 
;i maJority of them are by frequent •riters on education for 
the Oo!fagion and other popular magazines. A few of the 
ii articles are general reporting. However, others advocate: 
ll i: 
11 more modern schoolbuildings, a greater interest in how ~ : 
,' 
teachers are e,ducated, curricula revisions based on the 
needs of the individual student, a greater concern ~or the 
health of schoolchildren, and more precaution in ensuring 
the safety of schoolchildren both at school and in travel 
1i to and from there. A :poll of readers shows that 90 per 
t! 
cent favor federal aid to education. 
,1_03 
OB.A.P!IIR VII 
SU'JIJURY AID OO.IOLUSIOB 
PUrpose of thesis.-- Recognising the responsibility of 
America's popular magazines in arousing the public to the 
importance of education, the writer has attempted to 
ascertain bow effectively this is being accomplished. Kore 
specifically. the writer bas sought to discover: (1) which 
-.gazines publish the most articles on education; (2) what 
is the extent of magazine coTerage of education as to the 
range of educational topics considered; (Z) what are the 
viewpoints expressed in magasine articles on education; and 
(4) to what extent do educators themselves write articles 
for the popular lay magasines. 
Delimitation of the pro!l•m·-- For the purpose of 
intensity this magazine survey bas been limited to the study 
of the treatment of public school education. In the choice 
of magazines to be used in the survey the writer bas 
excluded from consideration both professional educational 
journals and magazines of a religious nature. The term 
EOpular magazines is limited to those periodicals with over 
2,ooo.ooo subscribers. ~e only exceptions to this are 
Redbook and Parents' Magazine. Time bas been omitted from 
analysis because of the extent of its educational coTerage 
;' aa compared with other magasines in the :eopular 
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classification. 
!he period of time during which surveyed education 
articles have been written has been limited from Karch, 1948 
,, to Kay • 1952. 
Kethod of studJ·-- ~e writer bas used two sources for 
· the purpose of locating apee1f1o articles on education. !be 
first source. Readers' Guidt to Periodical Literature, does 
not index all magazines used in this survey. The second 
source, Education in Lar !!s!I1B••• is also not thorough in 
indexing educational articles from the complete list of 
'I I• 
· magazines used in this work. :ror this reason, the writer 
t! II personal.ly used indexes of separate magazines in an attempt 
I! 
i! to arrive at the most thorough coverage of educational 
i i! articles. 
" ): Bumerousness of educational articles ... - It is evident 
~ j 
:r from the number of articles on education in recent magaaines, 
li and from the variety of their coverage that most ~rican 
popular magazines are fulfilling their responsibility in 
arousing their readers to interest in public schools. 
(1) More specifically, magasines such as, Ladies• Home 
!, Journal, Reader's Digest, Saturda.;v Evening Post. and Woman• s 
li 
:·1 
f4 ,, 
1J 
i; 
I 
.. 
Home OomEanion are providing the bulk of the educational 
articles • 
!\ (2) Unlike its weekly competitor, Saturday Evening Post, 
I. li 
!! Life offers a surprisingly limited number of articles on 
" ·I 
,I 
1', public school education. Its outstanding contribution towards 
II 
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the public's awareness of America's educationa1 prob1ems is 
its specia1 October 16, 1950 issue on education. Collier's 
,.. and Look, two other magasines published weekly. also show up 
poor1y as to the number of articles they print on education. 
·., 
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(3) In the group of magazines that are published 
monthly, MCCall's. Parents• !!gaz~ne, and Redbook ·all offer 
a substantial number of articles on education• T.be American 
Magazine, Better Homes and Ge.rdtns, Country Gentleman, and 
Coronet, respectively print a smaller quantity of articles. 
!bose magazines with a negligible number of eduoationa1 
articles are American Legion K&SJ!ine, Good Housekeeping, 
and Oos.mopoli tan. The last two magazines are both Hearst 
publications. 
Eduoe.tional coverage.-- M&gasines vary in the topics 
with which they deal. The range of subjects discussed is 
extensive, although there is often a common concentration on 
certain school problems. 
(1) Although writers for magasines emphasise varying 
educational objectives, the maJority of them feel th.at goals 
of education should be baaed on students• needs. A 
negligible number of writers believe that specified bodies 
of know1edge in the~e1vea should be acquired by a11 students. 
American education, most agree, should reach beyond the 
purely academic stage to develop individua1 capacities to 
their fullest and to educate the child socially and 
emotionally, as well as mentally. 
"' .c .: ¥."-:_·c.:: 
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(2) A vital problem of educational interest is often 
referred to as the •classroom crisis•. Due to a great 
increase in the school population writers claim that our 
schools are becoming overcrowded, Such schools. it is 
stated. are unsafe for schoolchildren and are poor 
environments for learning. !be ensuing demand is for more 
new schools and for modernization of already existing 
schoolbuildings. 
(3) Another problem that magazine writers feel is 
urgent is the lack of teachers. especially in the elementary 
schools. Proposals for ending the shortage include increased 
salaries for teachers and the establishment of higher 
,I 
i: standards for the profesaioD 1D the nation's teachers' 
:\ 
!; 
colleges. 
(4) Kagasinea attempt to acquaint their readers with 
some of the new methods of teaching that are being used in 
the nation's schools today. MOat of these methods discussed 
are basad on the concept that schoolwork should be centered 
1! around the interests of the students, Audio-visual aids are 
!: 
I' 
;1 
reported 1n a limited fashion. ~re adequately covered are 
the benefits derived from f1el4 trips outside the schoolroom. 
What criticisms of new methods that appear are by those 
writers who feel specific knowledces are being denied 
students by teachers who are too interested in methodologr. 
(5) Also considered an alarming school crisis by 
\! me.gazines is the nUJDber of students that annual.ly leave high-
~ 1 -·.::: -- - .-==::... 
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school without graduating. !his •drop-out• problem is 
believed to be caused b7 the failure of schools to offer 
courses of need and interest to the maJoritJ of public school 
pupils. It is advocated that currioulua revisions be made 
in high-schools to check the a~er of students that leave. 
and more espeoiall7 to provide the needed education these 
JOUDg people deserve. 
( 6) J.lao included in the topics wi'tb which -.gasines 
4ea1 is the :matter of individual &Dd group guidance. 
Writers describe guidance programs placing a greater 
emphasis on vocational counselling than on personal guidance 
( 7) nat articles that haTe been written on controTersial ·. 
issues have familiarized readers with the conflicts that 
exist in incorporating s~ ed~ation and religious education 
into the school program. !bare has been a good balance 
between articles for and against sex instruction for public 
school pupils. Otherwise. the eaphasis has been on 
!: religious education and the expulsion of Communists from the ,, 
:! teaching profession. 
(8) Kagaaines have stresset the role of parents in 
providing the best kind of pub1io education possible for 
I! their children. Besides calliDg on parents :for civic and 
li 
:
1 political action. magasine writers have explained the li 
ii 
i\ responsibilities of parents 1n co-operating with teachers. 
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(9) Another ~roblem of sohool ~olicy is the place of 
homework in a school program. !be majority of writers feel 
that a reevaluation of the necessity of homework must be 
made. !he;r a1ao advocate the 81lltstitution of clirected 
study in the classroom 1D its place. 
(10) !bose articles specifically written on school 
textbooks suggest ~re care in selecting the books that are 
needed by students toda7• One writer deplores the alarming 
number of obsolete texts that are being used in schools in 
ma.rq parts of this count:ey. 
(11) Also believed to be a matter of soma concern for 
both the educational and phJsio~ gra.th of schoolchildren 
is the direct relation between health and success in school. 
As a broadening of the functions of school officials. 
writers advocate more careful phJaical examinations of 
children in the school. Special e~haais is on the effect 
of visual and aural defects in impairing the learning process. 
(12) Similarly interested in the welfare of children are 
those who seek greater protection for school pupils in their 
travels to and from school. Better schoolbus facilities are 
advocated as well •• more care in choosing schoolbus drivers. 
Such safety programs also include women as traffic officers 
I' at those intersections where children must cross in their 
II 
!1 
walks to and from soh ool. 
(13) Included in the maguine coverage of education is 
' > ---- -- --
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the debate over federal aid to education. In general. writers 
discussing this problem feel that there is a need for 
financial support for education from the federal government 
in order to equalize educational opportunities throughout 
the countr,r. Some writers. however, fear the extension of 
the powers of the federal government will increase its 
spheres of •centralism•. 
Weaknesses ot eagaa1ne ooverage•-- (1) Certain 
weatnesaea appear 1n soma of the above mentioned topics. In 
the treatment of methods of teaohing. magasines often fail to 
link methods with aims of education. Methode are more 
frequently reported than discussed. !brough such coverage 
readers are :f.amiliariaed with educational changes but are not 
given the reasons for their use. In dealing with new methods 
writers use such key wor4e aa •tuterest• and •need•; yet, 
they do not explain the aignifioance of these terms in 
respect to a psycholo81 of learning. !he need ~or such 
clarification is necessary for the public's unlerstanding of 
the basis of oontr.mporar,r schoolwork. 
(2) Although magazines explain quite amply the need for 
curriculum revisions to meet the needs of the majority of 
students. they seldom consider the changes that are occurring 
in the more academic courses. fte most striking instance of 
this omission is the limited space that is given to the 
social studies in magazine articles. In fact, there is not 
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one article specifically devoted to an explanation or an 
evaluation of this subject~ield in the surveyed magazines. 
The need for such articles is increased by the attacks on 
the teaching of history and geography that have appeared in 
recent magazines. 
(3} Magazine articles also do not deal with correlation 
'· of courses. Correlation. the method of relating courses 
' 
such as. English and social •mudies. instead of isolating 
them into specific disciplines. bas already been experimented 
with in many schools. Other matters of educational revision, 
for example. the changes in the teaching of English and 
foreign languages. should also be discussed im magazines in 
order to inform the public that curriculum and course 
revisions are not limited to practical arts and vocational 
training. 
(4) Another weakness in magazine coverage of education 
is the lack of articles on the teaching about Communism in 
the schools. Educators in their own journals $.re· discussing 
the need f:or students to know the basic tenants of Communism. 
!bey believe that in the present war of ideologies Ameriean 
1· students should be :familiar with philosophies alien to their 
· own concepts of democracy. Only one magazine article deals 
with the latter subject. Writers more frequently discuss 
., 
:\ 
i! the threat of OoiDillUllist teachers to America's schoolchildren. 
'i ,, 
;: Important as the latter subject is. there is as great an 
;; 
;• 
;; urgency for the explanation and discussion of Communism in 
•: 
'i 
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the alassroom. 
(5) The disaussion of school guidanae programs, although 
~ not extensive, is limited still further by the infrequent 
mention of non-vocational guidance serviaes offered in many 
forward-looking sahool systems. School counselors are often 
more interested in helping students to solve their own 
personal social and psychological problems than in assisting 
them in deciding upon a future vocation. For the better 
understanding of school guidance services, the writer feels 
that magazines should give the proper emphasis to this phase 
of counseling. 
,, 
il ,, 
ll 
Educational viewpoints of egazines.-- (1) Fort he 
most part, magazine articles on education have been in ~avor 
of recent changes that educators have initiated in public 
schools. Besides proposing better school facilities, better 
treatment of the teaching profession, and eurriculum 
revisions in accordance with student needs, writers have 
described the advantages of vocational guidance and health 
programs for schoolchildren. Implied in most of these 
articles is the necessity for educating the whole child, 
:1 physically, mentally, and emotionally. 
~ l, 
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(2) There have been varying expressions of opinion on 
some educational matters in magazine articles. Although 
some magazines h&ve the policy of presenting arguments for 
and against sex education and religious education, many 
1:12 
I ~ 
print articles giving only one position on these 
controversial issues. Better Homes and Gardens' article 
believes sex instruction is the sole duty of parents; 
Coronet and Ladies' Home Journal both feel sex knowledge 
can be taught more effectively through well-qualified 
schoolteachers. Reader's Digest is the only magazine to 
print articles for and against religious education in the 
schools. 
(3). !'be oritioiema of modern educational practices are 
few. The editorial policy of Saturdai Evening Post is often 
opposed to progressive education. Such education is accused 
of creating an undisciplined youth, of understressing the 
value of the knowledae of datee and geographical places, 
and of •socializing• American children. A Reader's Digest 
article also accuses prominent educators of plotting to make 
America socialist through the schools. American Legion 
!aguine has the policy of considering American education 
as the indoctrination of •American ideals and principles•. 
this is the basis for its criticism of the teaching of 
American history. 
!he greatest single attack on modern education is in 
Canon Bernard I. Bell's Life article. Canon Bell 
criticizes the schools for not training the mind in the 
disciplines of word, number, and form, and for not 
recognising the differences in students' mental capacities. 
:l:13 
If Canon Bell's attacks are on •progressive• methode, as he 
implies, his criticism is not well-founded. Articles that 
I' refute his arguments are given in Saturday Ev·•ning Post 
! 
and The American Magazine. 
(4) Magasine articles on education are not always 
subjective. Many articles are explanatory in nature or are 
straight reporting. In this manner readers are familiarized 
with school activities in various sections of the country 
without the suggestion that such practices should be 
adopted in their schools. However, in many such cases, 
magazines show their interest in these activities through 
their concern in printing articles &Qout them. 
Articles by educators.-- MOst of the articles in this 
survey are •ritten by frequent writers on e.,ducation and by 
other laypeople. A small percentage of the articles is 
by educators. Ladies' Rome JoJrnal's 1948 series on 
-
education is written entirely by educators. This is 
exceptional. In all the two hundred and twenty-odd 
articles in this survey under t-llirty of them are credited 
as being written by educators. ~ew of these are by 
professors of education. 
!be noticeable number of writers that consistently 
offer articles on education shows the interest of the 
magazines in obtaining reliable reporters and authoritative 
li advocates of educational programs. Some of these wri tars 
~ ! 
:lt4 q 
d 
are employed by one magazine. while others have articles 
appearing in several journals. Yet. despite the value of 
articles by laypeople. it is disappointing that readers are 
not given more of an opportunity to be familiar with 
prominent educators' own views. ~· lack of euob 
professional articles must be blamed either on the educators 
themselves for their ~ailure ~o communicate their ideas to 
the public. or on the magazines for their failure to print 
more articles by those in the education profession. 
Education articles. in general.-- Despite the few 
attacks on public school education that have appeared in 
recent magazines, the nature of most magazine articles on 
education is satisfying. Believing education to be the 
backbone of democracy, magazine writers go on to explain 
and propound bow a new type of enlightened citizenship 
!i~ may emerge from the classroom. ~ey first place the 
,,: 
' emphasis on the school environment -- the building, its 
li equipment, the teachers, the course offerings. !bey stress 
lt 
the equal importance of the parents in developing useful 
;: and creative young people. ~•1 broaden the definition of 
education by including continuous life-experiences rather 
;; 
H !i thm those limited to the confines of a schoolhouse. 
" ' 
!:i The maJority of writers on education also do not limit 
,, 
; 
its objectives to the acquisition of mental skills alone. 
:; Instead. both educators and laypeople advocate teaching the 
'!! 
jli whole child• mental.ly. physically, socially, and emotionally. 
; ~ 
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!1 Especially is this noticeable in those articles that blame 
I• 
the •drop-out• problem on antiquated curricula that 
emphasizes specified knowledge rather than student needs. 
With the exception of those articles that by implication 
try to destroy modern educational practices. the treatment 
of pUblic school education b;y this country's popular 
magazines is very creditable as well as extensive. Several 
weaknesses in the topics covered are apparent. Far too few 
educators write for the magazines. Again. the bulk of the 
articles is in a few magazines. However. the combined 
contributions of those magazines surveyed offer to American 
readers a constant challenge to ~prove their children's 
education through child-centered schools that are based 
on the latest educational developments. ~or this valuable 
public service magazines are to be commended. 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this thesis is to ascertain to what 
extent America's popular magazines are fulfilling their 
responsibility in arousing the public to the importance of 
education for its youth. The writer has attempted to 
discover which magazines publish the most articles on 
education; what is the extent of this mag8$ine coverage; 
i' 
:I 
j\1_33 
. t ' 0 ~~;.,., 
what are the viewpoints expressed in magazine articles on ,. 
ii 
education; and to what extent do educators themselves write 
articles for the popular magasines. 
The list of those magasinaa used in this survey have 
lj been limited to those with over 2,000,000 subscribers with 
:I 
li 
,, the exception of liedbook and Parente' J!agazine. Time is 
1! 
li 
11 excluded from analysis because of its extensive coverage 
11 
of education. Educational journals and secular magazines 
also have not been used in this aurvey. 
For the purpose of intensity this magazine survey has 
been limited to the study of th~ treatment of public school 
education, Sources used for the location of education 
articles include Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, 
Education in Laz Magazines, and indexes of separate 
I[ 
!I magazines, i: 
II 
\1 In treating school policy problems magasines have 
expressed their views on how America's schools should be 
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administered for the better welfare of the nation's youth. 
The ma3ority of writers on education favor basing goals of 
education on students' needs. The practicality of an 
education that helps children find their places in the 
community is emphasized over the value of that kind of 
I! 11 educati. on which stresses the aoquisi tion of arbitrary bodies 
II ll 
· of knowledge. 
Bumerous writers city the dangers of overcrowded schools 
to the effectiveness of American education. These same 
writers advocate the building of many new schools in order 
to house more adequately the nation's schoolchildren. It is 
also stated that too many of our schools are not satisfactor-
ily equipped with modern lighting conveniences and other 
1: facilities that are being incorporated into the newest 
H 
I! il echoolbuildings. For this reason writers seek this new 
ll 
li 
1 equipment as another means of curtailing the •classroom 
crisis". 
;! 
\'i Another school problem that writers claim is urgent is 
11 the shortage of teachers. This is blamed on poor salaries, 
;[ 
lack of respect for the profession. the increased enrolment 
\i in public schools, and drain of teachers into the armed 
11 forces. 
!I ~~ 
:1 
Writers advocate better treatment of teachers by the 
public and the establishment of stricter regulations for the 
I 
profession in order to attract more competent people into 
teaching. 
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Kethods of teaching are reported by the magaaines. 
of these methods discussed are based on the concept that 
Kost 
schoolwork should be centered around the interests of the 
students. Those methods given treatment include audio-
visual aids and field trips. What criticisms of new methods 
that appear are by those writers who feel specific knowledge& 
are being denied students by teachers who are too much 
interested in methodology. 
The alarming number of youths that annually leave the 
nation's schools without graduating is blamed, by many 
writers in the surveyed mag&$ines, on antiquated curricula 
which is directed to those preparing for college. Writers 
advocate curriculum revisions which will provide courses 
for all students in which they can both find value and 
interest. The emphasis on new courses is greater for 
courses in the practical arts and in human relations. 
Less thoroughly covered is the topic of school guidance 
programs. Writers on this recent educational phase describe 
the benefits to students of vocational guidance services in 
discovering their aptitudes and in preparing them for their 
future professions. The discussion of other guidance 
\1 services is limited. 
'i In dealing with the controversial issues of sex 
II 
:i education, religious education, and the treatment of 
i; 
ji
1 
Communism maguines differ in their views. Some believe sex 
\I 
, instruction should be given in the schools by competent 
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teachers: others believe that parents alone should initiate 
their children into the knowledge of sex. The majority of 
writers favor some type of religious education in the schools 
in order that the value of religion will not be negated by 
I, 
11 its exclusion from the classroom. One wri tar feels that this 
'i\ will develop into a breakdown of the American principle of 
n 
i1 separation of church and state. Communist teachers, it is 
'I II 
11 felt, should not be allowed to teach in the nations's schools 
I 
i' because of their first allegiance to the Communist Party. 
ii 
I! One wri tar describes a school program in which the students 
:j 
I\ are given the opportunity to study the basic concepts of 
1\' Communism in order to understand more fully the causes of the 
\I 
11 present war of ideologies. I. ;I 
\\ Attacks on public education come from both those who 
i wish a return to strict academic disciplines in American 
:I 
ji education and those who are labeling educators as socialistic 
i'l 
1 as well as the practices of progressiTe education. Such 
I attacks are more destructive in nature than constructive. 
' 
\ Magazines have stressed the role of parents in providing 
\ the best kind of public education for their children. Besides . 
\I P calling on parents for civic and political action, magazine 
:\ ji 
II wri tars have explained the respona1b111 ties of parents in 
n 
li 
i[ co-operating with teachers and in continuing their own 
education through appropriate adult centers. 
Some miscellaneous educational topics are considered 
less extensively. Writers feel there should be a 
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of the need for homework. Some advocate more 
careful selection of textbooks by both administrators and 
Others feel that the schools should be more 
thorough in the physical examinations they give school-
children, especially in the matters. of eye and ear defeats. 
Similarly interested in the health of students are those who 
advocate school safety programs which include competent 
sohoolbus drivers and women traffic officers. A final topic 
considered by magasine writers is federal aid to education. 
The majority feel that such a program is necessary to equalize 
educational opportunities throughout the country, despite 
their apprehensions of the dangers of further power in the 
bands of the federal government. 
Those magazines with the most extensive coverage of 
education include Ladies' Home Journal, Reader's Digest, 
Saturday Evening Post, and Woman's Home Companion. 
Although magasine coverage of education is, in the most 
oases, extensive, there are certain definite weaknesses. 
First, writers fail to link methods of teaching with a 
psychology of learning. Second, magazines do not explain 
those revisions in curricu+um and school courses which are 
revamping the more academic subJects. Again, magazines do 
not deal with correlation of courses. In addition, there is 
too little discussion of the treatment of the ideas and basic 
concepts of Communism in the classroom. Instead the emphasis 
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is on the expulsion of Communists from the teaching 
profession, Lastly, the discussion of individual guidance 
services offered in many progressive schools today is too 
limited. ~he need is for articles which will show the value 
of school counselors beyond locating work for high-school 
graduates. 
A further criticism of the treatment of education by 
popular magazines is the noticeable infrequency with which 
educators themselves write for popular lay magaaines. 
Although there is great value in those articles written by 
members of magazine staffs, the value of education articles 
ll :\ would be increased to the public's benefit if more educators 
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expressed their own views on the school problems that face 
America today. 
In general, despite the weaknesses of omission and 
concentration of articles in a few magazines, the popular 
magazines are to be commended om the way they have met the 
responsibilitJ of directing the public to an awareness of 
the importance of education both to its children and the 
continuation of our democratic system. 
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